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ABBREVIATIONS

CF A - Collocational faux amis
CG - Category-goodness difference
EFL - English as a foreign language
EL T - English language teaching
FSP - Functional sentence perspective
GA - General American
JP A - International Phonetic Alphabet
L 1 - First language
L2 - Second language
RP - Received pronunciation
SC - Single-category assimilation
TC - Two-category assimilation
NA - Nonassimilable
UC - Uncategorized vs. categorized
UU - Both uncategorizable
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1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
1.1. English in Europe

People have always needed to communicate with speakers of different languages.
In order for their communication to be successful, they need to a find a code both parties
would understand. These codes may either be artificial languages or natural languages.
Artificial languages such as Esperanto have never been as successful in their function as
lingua francas as natural languages. It is English today that serves as the main language
of communication among people of different nationalities. It is not only a language for
those living on the British Isles anymore and that is also why English changes.
In connection with English as a means of international communication, different
terms may be encountered. Expressions such as "world Englishes", "English as an
international language", "Globish", "English as a lingua franca" or individual "local
foreign varieties" (such as Czenglish) may be found. This expansion of the language
places English in a rather special position. This unique status of English (in reference to
Europe) is investigated in Marko Modiano's Euro Englishes (2006). Modiano introduces
several issues concerning the current status of English in Europe. He stresses the fact
that, especially in Europe, English is continually rising in terms of its importance. Prior
to WW H, French and German (and also Russian may be added in the Czech context)
were much more commonly taught languages in Europe. However, just before 2004, as
Modiano (2006: 224) points out, over 90% of all secondary students were learning
English. In these numbers, the vision in which English is spoken by practically every
citizen of Europe is easy to imagine.
Quite clearly, such a trend has both its supporters and its opponents. On the one
hand, there is the opinion that Europe is unified due to the extensive use of English and
hence it is a powerful means of communication. On the other hand, some claim it is
necessary that Europe should keep its linguistic diversity and that English is an
instrument which hinders these efforts. Modiano mentions Robert Phillipson (2003), a
supporter of the latter stance. However radical Phillipson's attitude is, a certain paradox
in the linguistic tendencies of the EU must be admitted. While the European Union tries
to protect minor languages, it still uses English (and French, but not as much as English)
as its main means of communication, which works rather against these efforts. Learning
English is simply more convenient than learning Czech or Irish in the European context.
7
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Modiano introduces yet another issue concerning English in Europe and that is the
problem of standard British English as the target variety for foreign language teaching.
Yet again, we may observe two trains of thought. Some scholars maintain the traditional
stance and support the conservative, prescriptive pro-British view of English and feel
that British English is the right variety to be taught to European students. For example
Gorlach and Schroder, early editors of English World-Wide, are supporters of this
approach. Britain is also a great exporter of EFL teaching materials. The British Council
has its centres all around Europe and many publishing houses print EFL textbooks and
other materials connected to EFL teaching. This reinforces the influence of British
English.
However, there is another view, held by Crystal (2001) or by Modiano (2006)
himself. They believe that English in Europe is autonomous enough and does not need
British English as it have itself as the referent variety instead. According to them, it
would be advantageous due to several factors.
Firstly, American English is becoming more and more influential in Europe and
even people learning the British variety cannot avoid its force. American English is not
accepted as the target variety to such an extent as British English, but British English is
no longer the only possibility for the target variety and a person learning English often
uses features of both British and American Englishes. In this way, Europe is inventing
its own variety reflecting British English, American English and also the respective
European languages.
Secondly, they claim that English is no longer used only for communication with
the English, but people often turn to English when talking to citizens of a different
European country. It is actually used as a European lingua franca. Modiano (2006: 225)
says that as such, it should be allowed to reflect local differences and linguistic
idiosyncrasies. On the other hand, individual local varieties should be intelligible to the
speakers of other "dialects". Crystal (2001: 57) says that "the need to maintain
international intelligibility demands the recognition of a standard variety of English, at
the same time as the need to maintain local identity demands the recognition of local
varieties of English."
Finally, there is a call for greater freedom. According to Crystal (2001), the
"absolutist concept of correct English" should be abandoned in favour of "relativistic
models", which would be more flexible. He claims that the British dialect will have
8
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much less influence in ELT in the future and that the target variety should be sought in
the actual use of the language among Europeans. Modiano (2006: 227) says that
mainland Europe should have its own variety of English that is simpler than British
English. Jenkins (2000: 137-8) believes that even the phonemic system should be
changed as phonemes such as 18/, 101 are unnecessarily difficult for learners and
suggests that they could be easily replaced by IfI and Iv/. On the other hand, mainland
English could be enriched by the structures of the original first languages. This mainland
English would contain new expressions, proverbs, idioms or special lexical items. It
would be mainly composed of standard British English, American English and language
transfers of the respective languages.
Even though Modiano calls for the legitimization of mainland English as "EuroEnglish", we can easily see the problems with its codification as each European
language would influence its grammar, vocabulary and phonology in a different way and
each language would therefore have a special dialect. Nevertheless, however peculiar it
seems, some features of non-native English that are seen in the contexts of other
languages may be identical, even though they do not have a corresponding counterpart
in actual English. For example Rowlett (2006), in his article "Franglais", mentions cases
where the French use innovative pseudo-English lexis. These are words that look and
sound like English, but are not used in actual English. It is interesting that some of these
innovative forms are not present only in French. He gives examples such as "le lifting"
for a "face lift" or "le recordman" for a "record holder". These are highly familiar to a
speaker of Czech, so it may be supposed that similar pseudo-English lexical items are
present in other European languages too. Therefore, there are tendencies in the English
language in Europe that pass by British English and live their own lives.
There is already some research in this area (e.g. VOICE project or ICLE corpus,
for more detail see Modiano 2006: 229). However, it is difficult to find the "core" and
still obtain a variety that would be convenient for communication in various fields that
would not change throughout Europe. Nevertheless, we may easily imagine individual
varieties based on the respective first languages. Even if we accept the idea of forming a
new target variety of English, we cannot deny the existence of certain English varieties
that are influenced by the native language spoken. The names of such varieties
sometimes differ but they are usually blends of two words denoting the two languages in
9

question, i.e. English as the foreign language and the other, first language. In the case of
Czech, it is "Czenglish", but there is at least one term for every other European variety
such as Germglish, Spanglish, Frenglish, Portuenglish, Danglish, Greeklish (Grenglish),
Hunglish, Dutchglish, Italoglish or Nederenglish, Polglish and many more. These terms
have usually two main meanings: Germglish denotes the variety of English spoken by
the Germans, but it might also refer to the kind of German that is heavily influenced by
English. However, all these blends signify that English is spoken throughout Europe, as
well as outside it, and certain differences are noted. Some of these varieties are so
popular

among

native

speakers

that

they

have

their

own

websites,

e.g.

http://www.engrish.com/is devoted to the Japanese (that is why the "I" is substituded with
"r") and Chinese varieties of English. Some of such varieties in the world have already
been codified, e.g. Meierkord (2006: 169) mentions a variety called "Codified Korean
English" which is taught to Korean students of English. It is not likely that the Czech
variety will be actually codified but it is this specific variety that will be discussed in
this thesis.
1.2. Interlanguage

Every language has a different phonological system, umque morphological or
syntactic structures, different word-formation strategies or collocational preferences.
When a person learns a foreign language, they tend to perceive the new structure
through the ones they already know - those of their first language. In some respects, the
two languages may be similar, in many other respects, they may vastly differ. Meierkord
(2006: 167) mentions that especially if a language (he talks about learning lingua
francas) is learnt only "in the classroom context", the learners tend to create structures
of a language that differs both from L1 and L2. This is the case of Czenglish because the
interlanguage theory claims that a learner of a language uses a third language that has its
own grammar and lexicon. The term "interlanguage" itself was invented by Larry
Selinker (1972) and it was defined as a separate linguistic system evinced when adult
learners of a second language attempt to express meaning in the language they are trying
to acquire. This system encompasses all the language levels from phonology through
syntax to pragmatic and textual levels. In Gass and Selinker (2008: 14), an interlanguage
is said not to be a deficit system but "a system of its own with its own structure".
According to them, the system contains not only the elements of the native and the
10

target languages but also new structures, so called "new forms". Hence an interlanguage
should not be perceived only as a form of the target language with certain features
transferred from the native language but it is really a system on its own, and frequently
occurring mistakes are a part of it, so it is not strictly limited to transferred features.
Crystal (2008: 249) defines an interlanguage as "the linguistic system created by
someone in the course of learning a foreign language, different from either the speaker's
first language or the target language being acquired." He also says that interlanguage is
not delimited only by the features transferred from the native language, but also by
"contrastive interference from the target language, and the overgeneralization of newly
encountered rules." The development of the notion of interlanguage, from its first
mentions by Selinker to today's opinions on the subject, may be found in Tarone (2006)
and various approaches to second language acquisition and learning strategies are
discussed by Ellis (2003), who also bases his research on the concept of interlanguage.
The term "interlanguage" may be sometimes substituted by "learner language", as in
Troike (2006).
The description of an interlanguage is usually based on differences from the target
language - errors. Klimsova (1999: 11) mentions four main sources of systemic errors,
i.e. such that do not occur due to temporary factors such as fatigue, momentary
indisposition etc., errors that occur because the whole system of the language that the
person is speaking is faulty or incomplete. The first source of systemic error occurrence
she mentions is the interference of the mother tongue. The second reason is the
intralanguage interference of the target language. The third area is formed by language
features that are unknown in the mother tongue. This problem is briefly discussed at the
end of this section. As the last of the main reasons, Klimsova mentions interference
caused by knowledge of another foreign language.
The term "Czenglish" could be defined as an English-based interlanguage used by
Czech speakers containing linguistic features transferred from Czech. This thesis is
mostly concerned with such features. However, the fact that Czenglish is not a complete
English needs to be considered, so common errors occurring at all stages of the process
of learning English should be taken into account because typical errors, as has been
discussed in this section, are one of the features of an interlanguage, hence of Czenglish
too. Therefore the definition of Czenglish may read as "Czenglish is an English-based
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interlanguage used by Czech speakers which contains both linguistic features transferred
from Czech and typical mistakes at all stages of the learning process."
1.3. Missing categories
It is especially difficult to know how to use particular phenomena in the target

language that do not have their equivalent counterparts in the first language. This is
partly the case of phonology - it can be said that sounds that are not part of our
phonological system are more difficult to produce than sounds that do form part of the
phonological system of our language. There are also Czech lexemes that may not have
counterparts in English and vice versa. These are called lexical gaps. It is not easy to
express some concepts that are not physically present in the countries where the target
language is spoken, or such concepts may have a different form.
Grammar, however, is the most problematic area because grammatical errors occur
quite systematically. There are grammatical categories in English that do not have
corresponding categories in Czech. This issue is discussed further in the morphology
section but, on the basis of a study carried out by Chamonikolasova and Staskova
(2005), it may be concluded that there are two main areas which are the most
problematic and they are both connected to the problem of a missing category. First is
the category of definiteness. Czech speakers do not know such a concept from their
mother tongue and therefore they are often at a loss whether to use an article or not and
which one. Countability is another grammatical category that is not expressed in Czech,
only marginally in the possibility of forming plural forms (Duskova 2006, 50). Besides
these, there are many other grammatical features that need to be expressed in both
languages but each language uses very different means, for example both languages
need to express temporal relations but while three basic tenses are enough for the Czech
system, many more are distinguished in English. These "extra" tenses could be also
perceived as missing categories but it would be probably more suitable to judge the two
temporal systems as dividing temporal relations in a different way. In connection with
missing concepts in the mother tongue, Klimsova (1999) mentions articles and spelling,
so particular attention should be paid to these areas.
What Duskova (1969: 29) has managed to prove in her error analysis is that errors
resulting from the existence of similar categories in English and Czech that show
differences in their functions and distribution are not as productive as errors occurring
12
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due to the existence of a category in English that does not have a counterpart in Czech.
It happens because in these cases, there is no frame of reference to which the English

expression can be related.

2. CZENGLISH IN LITERATURE AND METHODOLOGY
2.1. Czenglish in literature

The term "Czenglish" is said to have been first mentioned by Don Sparling in his
"English or Czenglish" (1989). It provides the reader with 274 typical errors
alphabetically arranged that Czech learners of English make. It is written in order to
point at areas of grammar and lexis that are difficult for Czech learners, mainly because
of interference with Czech, so nearly three hundred cases of errors due to Czenglish, the
variety we aim to describe are discussed in detail. Therefore many of Sparling's
examples will be used in this thesis. Where referring to Sparling's examples, page
numbers are substituted with the numbers of individual entries.
Czenglish is quite a widely discussed issue. It is a variety that is intelligible to
Czech speakers without problems but might cause problems to native English speakers.
Every translator or interpreter, whose first language is Czech, tries to avoid Czenglish
structures and expressions. Virtually every textbook of English published in the Czech
Republic warns against erroneous language that stems from the idea that the structures
of the two languages are similar. Hence teaching English is quite a useful experience
when trying to learn more about Czenglish. Students tend to make the same errors over
and over again and it helps us to identify what the most problematic areas of learning
English are. Very often, these features are called "Czechisms" or "Bohemisms".
However, they are usually ascribed to either grammatical or lexical levels and this thesis
intends to show that Czenglish should rather be treated as an independent variety
because differences from standard English do not occur only in grammar and lexis but
may be observed on all levels - from the sound level down to textual.
Teaching experience was the main source for a diploma thesis called "Zdroje chyb
ceskych mluvCich v anglictine" written by Klimsova (1999). It is an example of an error
analysis based on a similar analysis carried out by Duskova (1969) thirty years earlier.
They both attempt to classify errors Czech students of English make on the basis of their
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sources. Klimsova (1999: 13-15) gives examples of negative transfer, i.e. influence of
the native language, on three language levels: morphological, syntactic and lexical.
In connection with the morphological level, Klimsova says that errors in this area
occur particularly because there is not an identical counterpart in Czech for a certain
phenomenon in English. Two examples are given: countability and the use of
prepositions. Czech students of English often form plurals from words that form plurals
normally in Czech but are uncountable in English. That is how words such as
"experiences", "informations" or "advices" come into existence. As far as the
prepositions are concerned, the problem lies in the impossibility of matching a
preposition in Czech with a specific preposition in English. Czech learners usually keep
the Czech structure, regardless of the meaning, and employ an English preposition that
is used most commonly in the translation of the Czech one into English. Therefore
collocation such as "allergic on", "in work" or "go on the mountains" occur.
Prepositions also occur where they do in Czech but not in English, and vice versa: this is
the case of "watch on TV" or "listen music".
In connection with negative transfer on the syntactic level, Klimsova mentions the
use of the negative and word order. The problem with the negation is often the problem
of the double negative which is the rule in Czech but highly substandard in English.
Word order causes problems for Czechs because its primary function in Czech

IS

different from that in English where it is crucial for grammatical sentence structure.
The third and last level Klimsova focuses on is the lexical level. She mentions that
the most problematic part is vocabulary and the extensiveness of English lexis. The most
noticeable feature of the English used by Czech speakers is that the knowledge of Czech
lexis is incorrectly transferred to English. She mentions four areas of phenomena that
are affected the most: divergence, convergence, conversion and homonymy. Divergence
denotes a situation when the foreign language contains several expressions that have
only one equivalent lexical unit in the mother tongue. Klimsova uses the prepositions
"in front of', "before" and "ahead of' to demonstrate this. The first one only refers to
place, the second one is only temporal or linear but in Czech, the word "pred" represents
both these dimensions. The third English preposition would be equivalent but we may
easily see that the distribution and the stylistic value of "ahead of' and "pred" greatly
differ. The difference between "do" and "make" is similarly problematic as they both
refer to one word in Czech. However, the opposite situation may occur when the mother
14

tongue has more expreSSIOns for one word in the target language. This is called
convergence and it may be exemplified by the word "bank", which is homonymous in
English but not in Czech. It refers to a place by a river or a lake and it also refers to a
financial institution. For both these meanings, Czech has a different word.
According to Klimsova (1999), conversion is another area that is difficult for
Czech students of English. This multi functionality of one form is a typical trait for
English. One word can for instance be a noun, a verb or an adverb without its form
being changed in any way and its word class is defined only by its position and function
in the sentence.
Thus the word "warm" can be both an adjective and a verb. Each function has its
equivalent in Czech because conversion is not common in the Czech language. The last
area Klimsova mentions is homonymy, i.e. words showing the same form but a different
meaning. To some extent, it overlaps with convergence. She gives examples of the
words "kind" for "laskavY" and "druh" and the word "date" for "datum" and "datle".
It has been mentioned that error analyses focus on the different sources of various

errors and show that transfer from the mother tongue is not the only source. Duskova
(1969, 25), in her error analysis, mentions that there is actually a large number of errors
that seem to have little connection with the mother tongue and that these are above all
morphological errors such as omission of the plural ending in the noun, confusion of the
infinitive and the participle or the lack of agreement between the subject noun and its
verb. Besides morphological errors, she also discusses syntactic and lexical ones.
Duskova actually says that while interference from the mother tongue is important, it is
not the only interfering factor and that in the speech of Czech students of English, these
other error factors are far from negligible.
Both Duskova and Klimsova discuss errors on the morphological level, syntactic,
and lexical, so some areas of language are omitted. Both use written English as their
reference material, therefore they give no information whatsoever about errors in
pronunciation. Information on the sound features of Czenglish is needed too and it is
Skalickova (1974 and 1982), who gives an account of the problematic features in the
pronunciation of English by Czech learners. More current studies are produced by
members of the Institute of Phonetics at Charles University. Thorough research in this
area is relatively new but we may hope that the number of quality reference data on the
Czech accent in English will be growing every year now.
15

2.2. Methodology

Generally speaking, Czech English is often touched upon, sometimes marginally
written about, but the information is usually very limited and specific. No
comprehensive account of Czenglish has been given so far. The task of the thesis is to
provide such an account based on both practical experience and research, as well as the
literature, so that all the important features at all relevant levels are covered. The lowest
level at which Czenglish is manifested is the phonetic level. The word "phonetic" is
used intentionally because features of Czenglish do show themselves mainly on the
phonological level (mainly segmental) but, as it will be shown, not exclusively.
Examples illustrating the phenomena discussed are taken from works quoted or drawn
from the present author's teaching experience.
After dealing with pronunciation, features of Czenglish are described in terms of
grammar, i.e. morphology and syntax. Czech deviations from English morphology are
assigned to the individual parts of speech and commented upon. The syntactic level
covers two main areas: Simple and multiple Czenglish sentences. In this section, wordorder is also touched upon but it is discussed especially in the section on functional
sentence perspective. Sparling's reference book (1989) serves in particular as the main
source of examples here, as well as Klimsova's (1999) and Duskova's (1969) error
analyses and Mluvnice (2006).
Lexical or lexical-semantic issues form an important part of the discussion about
Czenglish as many errors come from the wrong choice of words. Sparling (1989) again
provides a sufficient data base of lexical examples. Special attention is given to fauxamis described by Hladky (1990) in his Zradna slova v angliCtine. To make the
description complete, there are also sections dealing with perhaps less conspicuous but
not less interesting areas of pragmatic, textual, stylistic and graphic phenomena.
To provide the thesis with practical examples, authentic samples of Czenglish are
included in Appendix 2. The first one is a transcribed interview given by Czenglish
speech of Milos Zeman, all the essays are written by learners of English with Czech as
their first language and represent different levels of proficiency in English. Each essay is
written on a different topic and by a different student. To highlight the Czenglish
features, corrections are included in footnotes. The corrections have been carried out by
an English native speaker.
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3. PHONETIC LEVEL
Features of interlanguage occur on every single language level, although the extent
to which they occur there may differ. The traditional views are that it is easier to acquire
segments of a foreign language that are also present in our native language. This
acquisition is usually discussed in terms of contrasts. It is often expected that the more
similar a contrast is to a contrast in the native language, the easier it is to acquire in the
second language. However, it is not as simple as that. An important research in this area
has been carried out by Katherine Best (1995). She is mainly concerned with perception,
but her study is closely connected to production as well because it is generally known
that people are not capable of consciously pronouncing a segment that they cannot
recognize, so, in fact, it serves as a necessary prerequisite to the actual production.
3.1. Perception of foreign segments

Best (1995: 195) includes two basic types of contrast in her study, i.e. the ones that
are commonly perceived as valid. She calls them the TC Type and the SC Type. The TC
Type (Two-Category Assimilation) designates a contrast that occurs when "each nonnative segment is ascribed to a different native category". Such contrasts are perceived
very well and therefore very easy to acquire. This would be an example of any highly
distinctive pair of segments that are present both in Czech and English, e.g. /zl and Isl
are quite non-problematic in intervocalic positions. The SC Type (Single-Category
Assimilation) occurs when "both non-native sounds are assimilated to the same native
category, but are equally discrepant from the native ideal; that is both are equally
acceptable or both equally deviant". This would be the example of the distinction
between Irl and 11/ from the position of a Japanese learner whose language uses both
forms for one phoneme.
However, Best (1995) adds several other types of contrasts - the CG Type, the UU
Type, the UC type and the NA Type. The CG Type (Category-Goodness Difference) is
quite important for seeing the relation between Czech and English because it refers to a
situation in which, as Best puts it, "both non-native sounds are assimilated to the same
native category, but they differ in discrepancy from native 'ideal'; (e.g. one is
acceptable, the other deviant)". This contrast shows quite a wide range of possible
discriminability but it is certainly lower than in the case of the SC Type. This illustrates
the difficulty of Czech learners with differentiating between lel and lre/. In standard
17

Czech, lel is the better candidate but for example in the Prague dialect, it might be the
latter. Nevertheless, they both represent the same phoneme in Czech and therefore this
kind of contrast is of some importance when discussing the Czech variety of English.
The last three are not as important in the Czech-English context, therefore they are not
discussed here.
As well as learners from any other country, Czechs usually have a very distinctive
accent. In most cases, they are not willing to use a different phonological system and
only slightly adapt their own, Czech phonological system, to the needs of English. Some
people even refuse to imitate the accent of a native English speaker and prefer to keep
their identity through keeping the accent of their native language - in this case, Czech.
There is an important aspect that needs to be mentioned when speaking about the
English pronunciation of Czech speakers. There are very few people learning English
only by listening. Most people learn English with support of some written material.
However, Czech people tend to use the textual form also as a reference material for
pronunciation because they are used to the Czech spelling system, which is rather
transparent. In simple terms, Czech learners of English tend to read precisely what is
written down and not much more or less. English spelling system is very far from a
phonetic transcription though. The fact that the spelling of English words is rather more
important than their pronunciation in their acquisition by learners is also implied by
Moleda's research (2009).
The aim of this section is to provide an outline of the pronunciation issues that are
of some importance in connection with Czenglish. As a reference frame, the
phonological inventory of RP English is used, so that all the features of Czenglish are
described systematically.
3.2. Vowels

The inventory of vowels in the RP variety of English consists of 7 short vowels, 5
long vowels and 7 diphthongs. The Czech phonological system contains only 5 short
vowels, 5 long vowels and 3 diphthongs. The numbers of phonemes slightly differ as
well as the quality of the individual phonemes. Czech speakers tend to pronounce the
phonemes of English similarly to those present in the Czech vowel system. Vowels carry
a considerably smaller amount of information than consonants. Some languages do not
even write down their vowels and are able to read without them. However, both in
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English and in Czech, vowels are still phonologically very significant and may change
the meaning greatly. In this section, the question of whether the pronunciation of the
Czech speakers of English creates an obstacle for comprehension or whether it poses no
problem for international communication will be asked.
3.2.1.

SHORT VOWELS

The seven listed short vowels are standard vowels occurring in the RP variety of
English. For transcription, we use the IPA variety adjusted to English as it is commonly
used.
The first vowel to be investigated is hi - a close-mid front vowel. The Czech
system uses a similar vowel. In terms of articulation and acoustics, the two sounds may
slightly differ. Skalickova (1974: 29) argues that the English vowel sounds deeper than
the Czech one. However, she also says that the young generation of Czech people,
especially in Prague, uses the vowel in a very similar way as the English. Taken into
consideration that Skalickova drew her conclusions from the pronunciation of a
generation living over 30 years ago, these little differences may have either ceased to
exist or intensified. In either case, the quality of the sound itself is not altered greatly by
Czech learners of English. The only difference lies in the distribution. Czech learners
tend to pronounce every "i" grapheme in a text, while many of these, when occurring in
weak syllables, are pronounced as l'dl in English.
The English front mid vowel lel has also a similar equivalent in the Czech
inventory of vowels. The problem is that while in English the vowel is rather stable, in
Czech it varies to a great extent. This is a phonological matter - as Skalickova (1974:
29) also mentions, the English inventory contains two phonemes that occupy similar
vocalic space - lel and lrel, while the Czech system has only one and its value may vary.
Hence even though the standard language forms do not differ much, the sound that the
Czechs often pronounce is not as sharp as the English lel and lies in fact somewhere
between lel and lre/. If the production of lel while speaking English gets too close to the
vocalic area of lrel, it might lead to misunderstandings, while in Czech no phonological
change would be perceived.
The English front open lrel has already been touched upon. It is indeed a vowel
that is not pronounced very often by Czech speakers while speaking English. However,
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its accurate articulation is not difficult - any person can easily produce it - but the
problem lies in perception. Volfn (2001: 42) provides an example of two different
contrasts: hi - lel and

I~I

- le/. Acoustically, they are equally distinguishable. However,

as children, we learn to hear the difference between the former sounds and not to hear
the latter contrast. The former two are individual phonemes both in Czech and English
and as such, they are not problematic. The latter two, however, are only allophones of
one phoneme in Czech and two separate phonemes in English. Hence, very often,
Czenglish treats the contrasts as in Czech and both

I~I

and lel tend to be used

interchangeably. Unless the person listening to such a variety of English knows about
this, it may lead to misunderstandings as there would be no systemic difference between
a "pan" and a "pen", between "a man" and "men" or between the verbs "lend" and
"land". On the other hand, the feature of not distinguishing lel and

I~I

would certainly

be common to more European languages (e.g. Spanish, French, Polish, German), so
many of the international learners might not have difficulties with understanding. Some
people, being aware of the fact that

I~I

instead. Acoustically, it is as far from

tends to be longer in duration, use Czech le:1

I~I

as its short counterpart, but phonologically, it

is much more convenient because there is no such vowel as le:1 in the English system, so
in this way, the language may keep the opposition and the two sounds may stay
phonologically distinctive.
The English open-mid central vowel transcribed as IAI is also relatively
unproblematic. Its articulation does not differ much from the production of the Czech

la/. The acoustics may slightly diner but it certainly does not place any constraints to
successful communication.
The open-mid back vowel IDI does not cause particular trouble to Czech learners
either. Even though the Czech 101 is less open than its English counterpart, it does not
complicate the communication if the Czech short vowel is used instead.
The situation with the close-mid back vowel lul is very similar to the one of ID/.
Czech has a close equivalent lul which slightly differs in terms of articulation and
therefore in its acoustic value. Specifically, the English vowel is fronted in comparison
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with the Czech one. Phonologically, they have very similar functions, so their
substitution does not form a constraint in the communication process.
Last but not least, there is the English mid central vowel Igl to be discussed. In
terms of articulation, it is by no means a difficult sound to produce. In fact, many Czech
people use it unconsciously themselves as it is a vowel that requires very little effort and
therefore it is very popular in loose pronunciation. The problem is that it is not a regular
phoneme in Czech, hence, as Skalickova (1982: 186) puts it, Czech learners are not
sensitive to its colour and pronounce lel instead. Another problem Czechs have to face is
that schwa, as the sound is called, does not have a stable graphic representative sometimes it is even said to be an allophone of all English short vowels. Therefore, even
though Czech learners are capable of pronouncing it, they still tend to pronounce
"computer" as Ikom'pju:t~1 rather than Ikgm'pju:tg/. This is connected to the tendency
of Czech speakers not to skip or reduce segments in pronunciation that are a part of the
written form.
3.2.2.

LONG VOWELS'

The reason why we have paid a great deal of attention to the short vowels is that
they are the basis of a language's inventory. Now we may proceed to long vowels and
diphthongs. At least one difference between the two systems of long vowels is quite
clear. The system of Czech long vowels reflects very much the system of short vowels.
In each case, there are five of them and, with the exception of lil and li :1, they differ
only in quantity, not in quality. The English long vowels, however, differ in terms of
quality from the short ones in all cases. Hence it may be seen that while in Czech the
duration matters very much, in English it is only a secondary attribute. If the English
long close front vowel /i:1 is investigated, there is basically no difference between the
Czech and the English vowels. The English long back-open vowel la:/, the long back
mid vowel i'J:I and the long back close vowel lu:1 are quite similar to their Czech
counterparts. The situation of the long mid central vowel resembles that of the schwa.
However, the long mid central vowel has comparatively stable graphic representation there is often an "r" grapheme at the end of the syllable, which stays silent when
pronounced by British native speakers. The Czechs usually prefer the r-coloured
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version. Yet again, this originates from the tendency to pronounce every segment that is
written and that is why Czenglish tends to be a rhotic accent.
3.2.3.

DIPHTHONGS

Even though English diphthongs are di fferent from Czech diphthongs, they are not
difficult for Czech learners. The Czech system consists of only closing diphthongs, i.e.
diphthongs with the second element either hi or lu/, while English has both closing and
centring diphthongs, i.e. ending with Ig/. The English diphthongs lell, laIl, hII and laul
usually stay in the inventory of Czenglish. Skalickova (1982: 186) mentions this as one
of the problems in the English pronunciation of Czech learners, saying that the Czechs
pronounce the first three as lajl lejl and lojl.
The Igul diphthong that is used in the RP is very rarely pronounced as such by
Czech learners. In most cases, the unrounded point of departure is substituted by a
rounded sound - this happens due to several factors. Firstly because there is a native
Czech diphthong loul that is more natural for the speakers of Czech and substitutes the
British one quite satisfactorily, secondly because the target of the diphthong, i.e. the
ending part lul is slightly rounded so this articulation may have some influence on the
point of departure and, thirdly, because other varieties of English that are often
encountered do use an o-sound as its beginning, e.g. General American (GA).
Skalickova (1982: 186) mentions yet another reason: obsolete transcription in some
dictionaries.
The centring diphthongs, always ending with a schwa, are not as unproblematic
because they are quite unnatural for Czech speakers. Most speakers tend to delete the
schwa-sound completely and only lengthen the sound that forms the point of departure.
Words like "fear" and "beard" are therefore pronounced as Ifi:rl and Ibi:rd/, "bear" and
"dare" as Ibe:rl and Ide:r/. Skalickova (1982: 186) also mentions the pronunciation lugl
as one of the pronunciation problems, pointing out that it should not be taught as such
because it has already been replaced by 10:1 in the system. Few Czech people know that
it is possible and treat it rather in the same way as the previous ones, i.e. with
pronunciation as lu:/.
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3.2.4.

DURATION

There is one other matter concerning vowels that needs to be touched upon and
that is the duration (acoustic aspect) and the length (functional aspect) of vowels in
Czenglish. It has been said that in English the length is not of much importance when
distinguishing short and long vowels - it is the colour that matters. The phonological
length is therefore used for rather methodological purposes. While Czech has no
systematic changes in the duration of vowels, in English, the duration of a vowel
depends very much on the following consonant. This process is called "pre-fortis
shortening" and it means that if a short vowel is followed by a fortis (also "voiceless")
consonant within the same syllable, the vowel is shortened, while if it is not (either it is
the last segment of the syllable or it is followed by a lenis, i.e. "voiced" consonant), it
stays longer. Therefore in English, there is an audible difference between the
pronunciation of words "ride" and "right" or "back" and "bag". It is not because of the
last sound itself - but because of the vowel duration that is caused by the consonant.
That is something that Czech learners neglect very much and often pronounce these
oppositions in the same way. Skalickova (1982: 185) rightly points out that, in English,
there are actually three possible durations: the shortest as in "bit", slightly longer as in
"bid" or "beat" and the longest as in "bead". This issue is widely discussed in textbooks
on English phonology, e.g. Roach (2005); for contrastive and methodological aspects,
see Volin (2005: 26-30).
However, vowels are less stable segments than consonants and they change greatly
through all the dialects of English, so in this respect, Czenglish could be perceived as an
autonomous foreign English variety. There may be only one objection - the actual
production is rather individual and sometimes even random.
3.3. Consonants

This section is concerned with the Czenglish pronunciation of consonants. Five
different groups of consonants and the main features in which their Czenglish realization
tends to differ from English are described.
3.3.1.

PLOSIVES

English uses six plosives, three of which are of fortis character: Ip/, Itl, Ikl and
three oflenis character: Ibl, Idl and Ig/. Czech has all of these plus two palatal plosives.
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It would seem that Czechs should not have problems with their pronunciation because
they are included in both systems. It is only partly true. Two phenomena are connected
to English plosives. One of them is called "aspiration" and the other onc "devoicing".
The rules and tendencies of these are quite complicated, so they cannot be discussed in
detail but more information may be found for example in Roach (2005). Aspiration is
also mentioned by Skalickova (1974 and 1982). The two phenomena are closely
connected. Due to devoicing, the lenis plosives may lose their voicing in some positions
and hence become either partly or completely devoiced. As a result, such a sound does
not differ from its fortis counterpart much. We may only distinguish these by secondary
traits such as pre-fortis shortening (if the plosive occurs syllable-finally) and aspiration
(if the plosive occurs at the beginning of a stressed syllable). Disregarding these
"secondary" traits, Czech learners try to distinguish the two sounds by voicing, which is
not so relevant from the point of view of a native speaker of English. Therefore a "pear"
pronounced as [pe:r] would be easily identified by an English speaker as a "bear"
because when unaspirated, the initial fortis plosive sounds very similar to its lenis
counterpart when devoiced. The perception of Czech accent in English because of
different voicing is the subject of Skarnitzl and Poesova's Typology of Voicing Changes
in English (2008). The study shows that different character of voicing is one of the key

factors contributing to the perception of Czenglish as Czenglish by native English
speakers.
The Czech inventory also has two palatal plosives 11'1 and Id'l, which are not
English phonemes. However, there may be sequences Itjl and Idjl in English (such as in
the words "duplicate" or "tube"). These sequences are usually pronounced as the Czech
palatal plosives by Czech learners while native English speakers pronounce palatalized
alveolar plosives followed by the approximant Ijl or just the alveolar plosives alone.
3.3.2. FRICATlV£S

There are nine fricatives in English: IfI, lvi, 18/, 10/, Isl, Izl, ISI, 131 and Ih/. Czech
learners do not usually have problems with using IfI, Isl, Izl, IS! and 131. Occasional
uncertainties concerning the distribution may occur but generally, these sounds
correspond to their Czech counterparts and form a rather stable part of the consonant
Inventory of Czenglish. However, like plosives, they are also subject to de-voicing and
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due to this, words such as "peace" and "peas" may be both pronounced as Ipi:sl in
Czenglish. Czech may only have voiceless consonants word-finally and this "rule" is
usually transferred into English too.
The remaining four are slightly more complicated, hence they are discussed
separately. The first one - Ivl looks as though it should be the very same consonant that
Czech uses too. However, if the phonemic environment of the labiodental fricative is
considered, some functional differences may be discovered -

and articulatory

differences connected to these. The English Ivl occupies a similar phonetic space as the
approximant Iw/. Therefore it needs quite a strong friction in order to be distinguishable
from Iw/. The Czech lvi, on the other side, does not have to struggle in order to be
recognized, so it is usually pronounced more loosely. Hence Czech learners tend to
pronounce the Ivl in the same way they are used to in Czech. This is also connected with
the fact that Czechs very often do not distinguish between Iwl and Ivl at all and either
pronounce only one of them in all cases or, more often, use the two phonemes randomly.
Skalickova (1982:

189) gives examples of pairs such as "veal" and "wheel"

demonstrating that these two cannot be substituted if the meaning is to be presented. It is
surprising in a way because Czechs usually follow the spelling carefully and this is one
of the few cases in English where the spelling corresponds to pronunciation quite well.
The Czech pronunciation of the two dental fricatives ISI and 151 is quite unstable
due to the fact that Czech does not include these phonemes. Before they manage to learn
how to pronounce them, there are usually two ways in which Czech learners help
themselves. They change either the manner or the place of articulation. If they choose to
change the manner of articulation, they pronounce the dental fricatives as dental
plosives - i.e. producing some sort of dental 111 and Iql or even standard Czech alveolar
plosives they are more familiar with. If they choose to change the place of articulation,
they pronounce these phonemes as alveolar fricatives, i.e. Isl and Iz/. The two solutions
can be perceived as certain extremes - the actual pronunciation frequently oscillates
somewhere in between in the effort to produce the actual dental fricatives. If pronounced
as different segments (either Isl, Izl or It!, Id/), the pronunciation may easily cause
misunderstanding as there is a big difference between words such as "think" and "sink".
Methodological advice on how to master the dental fricatives can be found in the study
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called CeskY student angliCtiny a dentalni artikulace lel a 101 by Volin (2000). Some
even suggest replacing these by labiodental fricatives in foreign varieties of English, e.g.
Jenkins (2000) mentioned above.
The glottal fricative Ihl differs from the Czech phoneme lfil in voicing. While the
Czech consonant is voiced, the English one is voiceless. Hence Czenglish invariably
uses the voiced, Czech consonant lfi/. Skalickova (1982: 189) even says that using the
fully voiced lfil in initial positions sounds vulgar in English.

3.3.3.

AFFRICATES

There are more affricates in Czech than in English. While English considers only
ItSI and Id31 as phonological affricates, the Czech phonological system recognizes also
Itsl and Idz/. However, this does not have any serious impact on the actual production

of these sounds in practical terms. Apart from minute differences, these sounds are
virtually identical and the Czech sounds that are a part of the Czenglish system do not
hamper communication in most cases.

3.3.4.

NASALS

There are three nasals both in English and in Czech. The bilabial and the alveolar
nasals Iml and 1nl are found in both languages, therefore pose no problem.
However, English has a velar nasal, transcribed as /rJ/, which is used in Czech too,
but only as an allophone of 1nl before Ikl and Ig/. Therefore Czech learners try to
approximate the sound by pronouncing ITJI as well as Igl (or occasionally Ik/) instead of
producing the ITJI as an individual sound. Skalickova (1974: 115) mentions some pairs of
words that need to be distinguished by means of the proper pronunciation of ITJ/, such as
"thing" and "thin" or "singer" and "sinner". However, it rather seems as though "thing"
and "think" would be more valid examples because Czech learners do not usually
replace ITJI with 1nl, but rather with the whole sequence ITJgI or, according to Skalickova
(1982: 188), even ITJk/. This is largely influenced by spelling too. Practical advice on
how to acquire the velar nasal may be found in V olin' s study called Proc je IVI obtiinou

hlaskou pro ceski studenty angliCtiny (2000).
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Secondly, Czech has an extra palatal nasal 101 that is not a phoneme in English.
However, in many cases, Czech learners pronounce it in words like "new", "nuclear" or
"numerous" where the English would pronounce the sequence as Injl or just 1nl. Due to
coarticulation, 1nl is palatalized in these cases but it cannot be considered a palatal
sound as such. This sequence is not particularly frequent in English but if it does occur,
we may expect it to be pronounced as the Czech 101 in the Czenglish variety.

3.3.5.

ApPROXIMANTS

There are four approximants in English: 11/, Ir/, Ijl and Iw/. Czech uses only III and
Ijl and the articulation of these is very similar. A r-sound is also present in Czech but

while it is an approximant in English, it is a vibrant in Czech. The resulting sound that
Czechs use varies but the quality tends to be somewhat between the vibrant and the
approximant. Czech people usually pronounce it syllable-finally where it stays silent in
RP. It is once again caused by the strong influence of spelling and also by other varieties
of English where it is pronounced, e.g. GA. Therefore if we generalize, we may say that
Czenglish is a rhotic accent. The other approximant that is not a phoneme in Czech is
the labiovelar approximant. It has already been discussed in this section in connection
with the voiced labiodental fricative Iv/. We may only add that once they acquire the
pronunciation of Iwl, Czech learners often tend to overuse the labiovelar approximant at
the expense of the labiodental fricative because this sound is often considered to be
"more English" by Czech learners of English.
3.4. Suprasegmental features
It is not only the individual segments but also the way they are connected that

influences the perception of a variety. This section discusses some of the most important
suprasegmental features of Czenglish.
In all languages, the segments are subject to change in connected speech.
However, the rules and tendencies for such changes differ. There are a number of
differences between Czech and English but the most conspicuous one is the difference in
assimilation direction and scope - particularly the assimilation of voicing. Czech is a
language that uses assimilation of voicing rather massively, while its occurrence is
rather restricted in English. In RP, a number of cases may be encountered where two
segments of different voicing are placed next to each other. This is very rare in Czech.
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Hence Czech learners tend to assimilate in virtually all instances according to the Czech
regressive assimilation pattern. Skalickova (1982: 190) gives an example illustrating the
difference clearly: e.g. English "setback" Isetb<ekl and Czech "setba" Isedba/. This is
connected to the Czech rule of losing voicing in consonants occurring word-finally
which is usually kept in Czenglish too. Czech people usually pronounce Isl in all the
third person forms, i.e. "wants", "needs" and "goes" in the same way, i.e. as IWDnts/,

Ini:tsl and Igous/.
Stress placement

IS

also a frequent source of errors and therefore must not be

forgotten. English is a language in which the placement of word stress is peculiar to
each lexical word. Czech, on the other hand, is a fixed-stress language, so it is always
the first syllable of a full word that is stressed and pronounced as strong. Weak forms of
words that contribute to the natural flow of spoken English do not occur as much in
Czenglish. This regularity is usually transferred into English too, so "because" would
most likely be pronounced as IbrkJ:sI rather than Ibl1kJ:z/.
Czech learners also tend to pronounce each word separately, even though it may be
a short functional word such as an article. This is also connected with the different
perception of rhythm in Czech and in English. Czech "measures" chunks of utterance by
the number of its syllables while English by its duration. The rhythm of Czenglish
resembles the rhythm of Czech rather than English. Skalickova (1982: 190) even sees
the rhythm as the most important feature in which English differs from Czech. This
tendency to separate each word is reinforced by the use of a glottal stop before each
word beginning with a vowel. This is how standard Czech is pronounced. However, in
English a glottal stop is only used for the purposes of emphasis or clarification. English
connects all words in a stress unit together, no matter where they begin or end. The
linking strategy connecting the final consonant of a word with the initial vowel of the
following word is massively ignored by Czech learners.
The placement of nuclear stress is similarly important for the acceptable
production of English sentences. Chamonikolasova (1995) studies nuclear stress
("intonation centre" in her terminology) in Czech and English and finds out that there
are differences in its placement. Czech has a strong tendency to place the intonation
centre at the end of a sentence, while English places it both sentence finally and
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medially. Nouns and verbs carry the intonation centre most often in both languages but
native English sometimes stresses even function words, which is very unusual in Czech.
There are three main intonational patterns in Czech (even though there may be
more), as Palkova (1997: 309-314) mentions: terminating rising, terminating falling and
non-terminating. Skalickova (182: 190) also agrees with three patterns and says that the
principle is similar in Czech and in English. Roach (2005: 155-158), on the other hand,
gives five intonational patterns for English: fall, rise, fall-rise, rise-fall and level, i.e.
non-terminating. However, the difference in the numbers of patterns may be either
caused by real differences or by different approaches to analysis. Whatever the reason,
in Czenglish we may expect Czech intonation in most cases.
Skalickova (1982: 190) mentions an interesting point concerning the intonation of
English and Czech. She says that the intervals between the lowest and the highest
syllable of a sentence tend to be shorter in Czech than in English. It is true that many
Czech learners find the utterances of English or American native speakers rather
"expressive". On the other hand, utterances of Czech learners of English may seem
rather monotonous in comparison. In English, much has to be expressed by means of
intonation, while Czech may use other expressions, e.g. "la vim" instead of the neutral
"Vim." or particles such as "ale" or "kdyz" in "Kdyz ono porad prs£''' or "To je dnes ale
dusno." (Poldauf 1964: 246-247).
Dauer (2005: 544-545) offers a comprehensive overVIew of the opInIOns
concerning the areas of pronunciation which should be stressed in the instruction of
English as a lingua franca. We may see that even important authors such as lenkins
(2000) give rather little space to prosody and focus especially on the segmental level. In
the area of prosody, she only mentions "the placement of nuclear stress" and the
"division of the speech stream into word groups" and nothing else - not even word
stress is given any space in her work. Many other authors, however, see prosody as very
important because it contributes to fluency and thereby to overall clarity, which should
be the key aspect of English as a lingua franca in the first place.

4. GRAMMATICAL LEVEL
The study by Chamonikolasova and Staskova (2005: 154) clearly shows that
grammatical, i.e. morphological and syntactic errors are among the most common errors
produced by Czech (and also Slovak) students of English. The analysis of Sparling's
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English or Czenglish? (1989) shows that most of the examples included are of a
grammatical or lexico-grammatical nature. The errors are due to features in which the
Czenglish variety differs from British or American English. The following subsections
first discuss the most important features of the Czenglish variety occurring on the
morphological level and then those on the syntactic level. In these subsections,
numerous examples are presented and commented upon in order to show the most
important areas in which Czenglish differs from English.
4.1. Morphology
4.1.1. NOUNS

As Duskova (2006: 35) shows, both Czech and English nouns have the categories
of number, gender and case. In addition, English includes definiteness and countability.
This section demonstrates the features of Czenglish in these categories.
Number

There are two numbers in English: singular and plural. The notion of singularity or
plurality does not differ in Czech, so differences occur only on the level of expressing
them. The regular forms usually present no problem. Irregular plural forms, on the other
hand, may occur as slightly regularized. Even though Czech learners are used to
inflectional formation of the plural, they tend to automatically add the

~s

suffix. Hence

forms such as "*mens", "*childrens" or "*womens" are not exceptions. Klimsova (1999:
47) also mentions "datas", which is an example of the same type.
Some English words that are plural invariable nouns are singular in Czech and vice
versa. Some of the examples Duskova (2006: 49) mentions are the following: archives
for "archlv", brains for "mozek", contents for "obsah", goods for "zbozi" or phonetics
for "fonetika". Czech learners of English tend to form their singular counterparts which,
however, are not actually used in English in the respective senses. Czenglish would most
likely use the words "*archive", "*brain" and "*content". On the other hand, Czech
plural invariable nouns are sometimes translated as plural in English, even though that
lilcreases the number of the objects mentioned. The use of "*watches", "*clocks" and
"*doors" instead of the appropriate singular form mentioned by Duskova is rather
common among Czech learners of English. On the other hand, the word "money" is
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often treated as plural and countable in Czenglish due to its plural form in Czech, so an
combination like "*many money" is not exceptional either.

Countability
Countability is not a grammatical category in Czech. That is why Czechs are rather
uncertain about its use in Czenglish. The most important feature of this category is that
uncountable nouns do not form plural forms. As Duskova (2006: 50) points out, this
feature actually occurs in Czech too - "zelenina" (vegetables) is used in singular but
never in plural. Nevertheless, it is not as common as in English and it does not concern
the same lexical units in the two languages. Generally speaking, Czechs tend to transfer
their notion of number into the other language - that is why they use "*vegetable"
instead of "vegetables" and "*doors" instead of "door". This also happens with English
uncountable nouns - if it is possible to use them in the plural form in Czech, they are
likely to remain in the plural form in Czenglish. Klimsova (1999: 13,38,47) mentions
very

common

examples

of "*my

personal

experiences",

"*informations"

and

"*advices". Sometimes the plural suffix is omitted but the noun is treated as plural
anyway, e.g. "*1 get many information." Apart from these, Sparling (1989) mentions
several other words which Czech speakers tend to use in the plural even though they are
uncountable - these examples are given under his entry 58: e.g. "gossip", "homework",
"knowledge", "nonsense", "shopping" and "wallpaper".
Another reason why it is important to know whether a noun

IS

countable or

uncountable is the use of quantifiers. For small amounts, "a few" and "a little" may be
used - the former in the cases of countable nouns and the latter in the cases of
uncountable nouns. Due to the fact that the Czech equivalent "trochu" applies to both
countables and uncountables, Czech people often interchange these two, e.g. "*so much
people" or "*a few unemployment" (Klimsova 1999: 48). They can also be used in
somewhat negative meaning without the indefinite article. Even if Czech learners know
this rule, Sparling (1989) mentions that they tend to reinforce this negative meaning by
"only", as in "*Only few people can afford it." It is a literal translation from Czech but
he says that it is redundant - either "few" would be used in standard English, even
though it is not usual in spoken language, or "only a few".
For large amounts, the quantifiers "many" and "much" are used (besides other
expressions). Apart from the fact that "many" and "much" are sometimes interchanged,
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there are other problems. Even though "much" is scarcely used in positive declarative
sentences, Czech learners often do so. This may be demonstrated by Sparling's (1989:
145) example "John's uncle has much money." Although some English speakers might
say it, it is certainly less common than in the Czenglish variety.
Definitness

This is probably the most troublesome category for Czech learners. In fact, in
Klimsova's study (1999: 45), errors in articles form a quarter of all the errors found.
Klimsova (1999: 46) mentions six categories of misuse (errors): omission of an
indefinite article, omission of a definite article, redundant use of an indefinite article,
redundant use of a definite article, substiution of an indefinite article with a definite
article or vice versa and the interchange of "an" and "a".
Several examples will be given to demonstrate each of these categories and
perhaps a few other phenomena. Sparling (1989: 165) mentions" *We bought the house
from one old lady." This example actually lies outside the categories mentioned and
shows that even though Czech does not have articles, it sometimes needs to express
what articles do - in this case, singular number expressed by the numeral "one" instead
of the indefinite article. Czech learners often omit the indefinite article before singular
nouns because they feel it is not necessary. This gives rise to sentences such as "*1 am
student and you are teacher." The definite article is also omitted in all kinds of contexts,
e.g. "*1 have a specific position in insurance company." (Klimsova 1999: 37) where the
definite article would be used in standard English because the reference is anaphoric.
The omission of the definite article before "*Czech Republic" is also very frequent
(Chamonikolasova, Staskova 2005: 55).
Sometimes an article is used where it should not be in English - either the noun is
in the plural form (in case of the indefinite article) such as in "*1 use a special books."
(Klimsova 1999: 38) or it may be a part of a stable expression where no article is used in
standard English such as in "*When I had left the school..." (Klimsova 1999: 37) or in
"*1'11 be in Prague the next year." (Sparling 1989: 155). As Sparling (1989: 19) says,
Czechs often disregard the fact that nouns with general meaning are not accompanied by
articles - as in the sentences "How difficult the life can be." or "*Do you think the
history teaches us anything?" Chamonikolasova and Staskova (2005: 55) also give many
examples from this area, e.g. "*money for the transport", "*the university education" or
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"*the expenses for the books". And of course, the two articles are often interchanged too
in many contexts.
Gender

Because the category of gender is very limited in English and fully productive in
Czech, there are certain differences but they show in pronouns rather than nouns, so
gender will be discussed in the section dealing with pronouns.
Case

Most of the problems with case occur in connection with the use of prepositions as
it is one of the several devices used to express the large system of Czech cases.
However, there are some difficulties with the English genitive which is the only case
form (apart from the nominative) that does not need to rely on prepositions. The English
genitive has many functions. Examples such as "*1 go to my grandmother every
weekend." (Sparling 1989: 98) instead of "1 go to my grandmother's every weekend."
may be encountered. Such sentences would be plausible in Czech but only the
preposition associated with a dative function is not enough - standard English requires
the use of a place s-genitive instead.
Genitive is also used in Czech without actually expressing a real genitive. Poldauf
(1964: 242-243) mentions examples of "NeSlap mi sem.", "Jen at' jim neprsi." and
others. These are quite common in Czech but it cannot be translated into English
literally. Similarly, the Czech example "Vezmi mu ty zapalky." might be transferred into
Czenglish as "*Take him the matches." even though "Take the matches from him." is
meant in fact.
4.1.2.

ADJECnVES

There are sometimes problems concerning adjectival suffixes as there are quite a
number of them and sometimes the choice has semantic implications. The pair
"ic"/"ical" is a typical example as we may see in "*Hc studied the classic languages",
where "classical" would be more appropriate in English. Another cause of confusion is
the influence of the Czech adjective, as in "*The town hall is not very interesting from
an architectonic point of view." in which "architectural" would be used in English
(Sparling 1989: 119).
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Many more problems appear when adjectives are compared. Czech learners often
confuse the analytic and the inflected forms of comparatives and superlatives and
sometimes they combine them as may be seen in the sentences "*He arrived much more
later." or "*It's much more easier to go by taxi." (Sparling 1989: 146). Although
Spading relates this phenomenon to the occurrence of "much" before the adjective, it
also happens without it. The problem is that the double comparative "vIc hezCi" may
also occur in Czech in the speech of uneducated speakers. Furthermore, Czech uses the
comparative when expressing a small degree and is not really comparing, e.g. in "*Her
father's a taller man." or "*The university consists of several older buildings." (Sparling
1989: 55). It is not used in English in this function.
Some problems are specific to particular adjectives. The word "favourite"

IS

sometimes treated as the positive and regularly formed into the superlative as

ill

"*Yellow Submarine is my most favourite Beatles' song." (Sparling 1989: 91).
However, it already has the superlative meaning, so the addition of "most" is redundant.
4.1.3.

ADVERBS

Adverbs are usually unproblematic. Underived ones, on the other hand, sometimes
have derived counterparts in Czenglish. Although derived and underived adverb adverbs
may be formed from the adjective "hard", each has a different meaning. Czech learners
often tend to use the derived form - such as in "*We had to work hardly all day."
(Spading 1989: 109). As Duskova (2006: 156) points out, adverbs are a somewhat
heterogeneous part of speech. The adverbs formed from adjectives by the suffix "-ly"
are the most common ones, so Czech learners tend to use them instead of using the other
forms. They also tend to use English adverbs in the same way as Czech uses them, no
matter that English places adjectives there, e.g. in the phrase "as usual" (the elliptic
form of "as [it is] usual"), which is often transformed into "*as usually" - as in "As
usually, he arrived late." and similarly in "*She came later than usually." (Sparling
] 989: 257). In cases where the same verbs are used as full verbs in Czech but as copular
verbs in English, Czech speakers tend to use adverbs instead of adjectives, e.g. "*She
looked very beautifully." or "*The next morning I felt horribly." (Sparling 1989: 258).
Mathesius (1961: 170) also points out that English has an additional feature in
comparison with Czech. It often uses short, inserted clauses where Czech uses adverbs.
The Czech sentence "On asi pfijde." is likely to have an English equivalent in "He'll
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come, I think." Czenglish sentences tend to employ "maybe", "perhaps" or similar
adverbs instead.
4.1.4. VERBS

The English verb distinguishes basically the same morphological categories as the
Czech verb. The features of Czenglish occurring in the areas of these will be described
here.
Person and Number

The verbal system of English is much less complex than the Czech one in terms of
the number of forms changing due to different person or number. That is why the few
English forms are quite easy to remember and rather unproblematic for Czech speakers.
We may only mention that Czechs usually expect the subject and the verb to be in
agreement. In English, there are special cases where a singular noun may actually
represent more than one unit and the verb should be in its plural form. This is often
disregarded by Czenglish, as may be seen in the sentence "*The police is looking for
him in connection with the robbery." (Sparling 1989: 183), where the plural form "are"
is required by standard English. Similarly, the quantifier "a lot of' is very often
connected with a singular verb. It should be so if the noun quantified is singular but not
if it is plural, e.g. "*There was a lot of people at the party." is considered incorrect in
English. As Sparling (1989: 145) explains, Czech learners often perceive the quantifier
"a lot of' as singular and "lots of' as plural forms. Therefore they tend to distribute
singular and plural verbs according to the quantifier and not according to the number of
the noun.
Tense

The use of tenses (as much as the use of articles) is among the most difficult
aspects of English to master. Czech has only three grammatical tenses, which can hardly
compare to the complex English temporal system. However, different relations need to
be expressed in both languages. What English expresses only by using a specific tense,
Czech may have to express by using a different aspect or additional lexical units.
Naturally, difficulties with employing these extra devices are reflected in Czenglish too.
We may generalize that probably the most difficult tenses for Czech learners to
understand and use are the perfect and the progressive tenses. As an example of the
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difficulties with simple and progressIve forms, Sparling (1989: 192) mentions the
example "*She's been living there all her life." "To live" is an atelic verb and hence
does not need to be used in the progressive tense. Confusing the simple past and the
present perfect is also very frequent. He gives examples as "Recently, I've been
involved in an accident.", "*I've spoken to her about it today." and "*I've seen an
interesting play before Christmas." This happens because the words of temporal
identification such as "recently", "today", "this week", etc., are sometimes difficult to
interpret and it may be difficult to determine whether they refer to a present or past
moment.
There are two other areas in which the tenses used in standard English and in
Czenglish differ quite regularly: reported speech and conditional clauses. While the
sequence of tenses in reported speech referring to past events does not change in Czech,
there is a shift of tenses in English. Using Duskova's (2006: 610) example in the English
sentence: "He wanted to know whether they took in any magazines." The verb in the
dependant interrogative clause is in the simple past tense, even though the original
question was "Do they take in any magazines?" By contrast, the tense remams
unchanged in Czech and this strategy is very often applied to English. That is how a
Czenglish sentence "*He wanted to know whether they take in any magazines." come
into existence.
Similarly, English sentences with conditional clauses have different tense relations
than their Czech counterparts, so instead of "If you study hard, you will pass the
examination.", Czenglish has "*If you will study hard, you will pass the examination."
and instead of "I would buy a car if I had a lot of money.", Czech learners tend to
produce "I would buy a car if! would have a lot of money."
Although these are rather marginal instances, the use of tenses might sometimes
lead to misunderstanding. The tense system of some European languages is similar to
the English one, e.g. French with some other European languages (e.g. Slavic) have
systems similar to Czech. So it is likely that some types of errors will be made in
English by speakers of other languages depending on the system of tenses in their
mother tongue.
Mood
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There are no great differences between Czech and English in the use of the
indicative or the imperative. However, the conditional, distinguished as a subtype of
mood in Czech grammatical theory, is sometimes used differently. The differences in
using tenses in conditional clauses have already been discussed. Czech learners also use
the conditional in situations like this: "Do you have any other shoes?" "*None that
would be any bigger." (Sparling 1989: 56). A simple indicative form is used in English

instead of the conditional. On the other hand, "would" is sometimes used in English for
a repeated action in the past and this function is scarcely used by the Czechs. Finally the
English subjunctive mood, not formed in Czech, is rarely employed by Czech learners.
So even in dependent clauses where English would use a subjunctive form, Czenglish
would keep the indicative ("It's important that she is here." instead of "she be here").
Voice

There are two subcategories of voice in both English and Czech: active and
passive. As Duskovli (2006: 249) says, Czech has two ways of expressing the passive
voice: the analytic construction and the reflexive particle. The former is similar to the
English one. The latter has to be translated by the standard English passive construction
which corresponds to the Czech one. However, Czech learners sometimes attempt to use
other devices such as reflexive pronouns, which, however, change the meaning. In an
attempt to translate the Czech sentence "Ten dum se postavil minuly podzim.", learners
will produce "*The house built itself last autumn." instead of "The house was built last
autumn." The new meaning is incongruous but it may be understood correctly by
speakers of languages that also use the reflexive passive, e.g. French. Hence in these
cases it might actually help communication instead of obstructing it but otherwise, it
may be confusing, e.g. when communicating with a native speaker or a more advanced
learners of English.
On the other hand, the formation of the paSSIve may be too automatic when a
reflexive verb occurs in Czech, e.g. "*The shop is opened at 9 and is closed at 6."
meaning that the shop opens in the morning and closes in the evening (Sparling 1989:
200). In some cases, verbs in active voice are sufficient to express the meaning.
4.1.5.

PRONOUNS

In the following section the use of different categories of pronouns typical of
Czenglish will be discussed.
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Personal and Possessive

These two types of pronoun are capable of distinguishing the category of gender,
even though only in their singular forms. Both English and Czech have three genders:
feminine,

masculine

and

neuter.

However,

gender

in

Czech

is

much

more

grammaticalized, unlike English, which has natural gender in nouns. While in English
"girl" is always "she", its Czech equivalent may be "divka" - feminine, but also "devce"
_ a neuter noun in Czech. In nouns denoting persons or higher animate referents the
situation is usually uncomplicated. Problems occur when Czech learners need to express
the gender of inanimate objects. Czech may refer to them as feminine ("zidle", chair),
masculine ("still", table) or neuter ("okno", window), whereas English refers to basic
inanimate objects as only neuter. Czechs often transfer their notions of gender into
English and that is how sentences such as the following come into existence: "I like
your sweater. *Where did you buy him?" Although gender reference may occasionally
coincide, as in the case of "ship" and "lod"', which may both be treated as feminine, it is
a rare exception and the stylistic value differs (the use of "she" for a ship or a car in
English implies affection). Sparling (1989: 215) mentions this problem as well but he
does not provide any examples.
English possessive pronouns are used in more contexts than the Czech ones. That
results in Czenglish constructions in which possessive pronouns are missing, e.g.
"*Each town has own traditions.", "*I'd like to live in own flat." (Sparling 1989: 173) or
"*A lot of people lost job." (Klimsova 1999: 50).
Reciprocal and Reflexive

Reciprocal and reflexive pronouns are often confused in Czenglish because the
Czech equivalent for both is the same: the particle "se". Hence if the Czechs do not pay
attention to the semantics of the pronouns, they tend to mix them up, usually in favour
of the reflexive ones. That leads to sentences such as "*They like themselves very
much." instead of "They like one another very much".
Reciprocal pronouns are also used where Czech would apply the reflexive passive
or they are used inappropriately with English verbs that have a reflexive equivalent in
Czech, e.g. "*They weren't able to concentrate themselves (on the exam).", "*lmagine to
Yourself what might happen." (Sparling: 1989: 200) or "*Living alone for the first time

in his life, he felt himself very lonely." (Spading: 1989: 92).
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Demonstrative

As Duskova (2006: 111) points out, demonstratives have two main functions: they
provide deictic and anaphoric reference. The demonstratives in the former function are
usually used in a standard way in Czenglish unless the four forms are confused. The
demonstratives in the latter function, however, are sometimes interchanged with
personal pronouns, i.e. "it" employed instead of "this" or "that" and "they" instead of
"these" and "those" (cf. Dubova: 2007). Such examples are also given by Spading
(1989: 122): "The whole family - *it means my uncle, grandparents, parents, brother
and myself - went out to lunch.", "I was rather disappointed with the play. *It was
mainly due to the bad acting." and "He had lost his wallet, and because of *it he
couldn't pay for a hotel room." One example is given by Klimsova (1999: 51) too:
"*soon after it ... " And sometimes it is the other way round - as in "*That's true that ... "
(instead of "It's").
Interrogative

The main feature of Czenglish interrogative pronoun usage is the employment of
the interrogative "how" instead of "what" when translating the Czech interrogative
"jak". Hence Czech questions beginning with "jak" tend to be inappropriately translated
into English with "how", which produces sentences such as "* How is it called in
English?" or "* How is the weather like in Canada?" (Spading 1989: 116-117).
Relative

While Czech speakers may forget to use "what" as an interrogative pronoun where
necessary, they tend to overuse it as a relative pronoun instead in Czenglish. In standard
English, "what" may introduce a nominal dependent clause or a nominal relative clause
but never an adjectival relative one in which the antecedent is followed by relative
pronouns such as who, which, that. This happens because in Czech, there are two ways
of introducing an adjectival nominal clause with an inanimate antecedent: "kterY"
(usually translated as "which") and "co" (a default equivalent of "what"). Although

"kter)'" is more formal and "co" more colloquial, the latter is used quite widely, which
explains how sentences such as "*1 like the shirt what you are wearing." come into
eXistence, as well as "*1 can get you everything what you want." or "*She gave him all

what she had". In English, where relative "what" implies its antecedent, it cannot be
used in adjectival relative clauses and must be replaced either by "that" or omitted
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completely. Another feature of Czenglish is due to Czech learners being used to the fact
that the Czech relative "kterY" refers to both inanimate and animate antecedents. As a
result they tend to use the English "which" indiscriminately: "* ... 10 girls which
where ... " (Klimsova 1999: 50) or "*Can you see the woman which is standing next to
the car?"
Indefinite or quantifying
As the quantifiers "every", "each", "all", "everybody", and "everyone" correspond
to only one word in Czech, "kazdY", they generally tend to be confused in Czenglish. In
other words, Czechs are frequently at a loss when trying to choose the correct equivalent
of "kazdY", and they often fail to do so. This can be illustrated by Sparling's (1989: 166)
example "* Everybody qf us would like to go to England someday." where "all" would be
used in standard English as "everybody" never forms an "of-phrase".
Sometimes the number in these pronouns is confused too. In Czech, there is either
singular "kazdY" or plural "vsichni". However, the distribution of number among the
Czenglish indefinite pronouns is somewhat fuzzy and constructions such as "*every
weekends" (Klimsova 1999: 48) occur.
Finally, the indefinite pronoun "some" is sometimes used instead of an indefinite
article. Normally this is done so only in the cases of plural or uncountable nouns.
4.1. 6.

NUM/~RA/~S

There are several features typical of Czenglish in the use of numerals. One of the
differences between British English and Czenglish is that Czech learners often drop
"and" after "hundred" under the influence of Czech: "one hundred [and] twenty-one".
However, as Duskova (2006: 137) says, this is common in American English too. The
omission of the numeral "one" before hundreds, thousands and millions is another
common feature of Czenglish because it is not obligatory to use it in this position in
Czech. Sometimes, we may encounter "one hundred", sometimes "a hundred", but very
often simply "hundred". Czech people also tend to use these numerals in the plural,
("*five hundreds" or "*six thousands"), following the usage in Czech.
4.1. 7. P REPOSITJONS

English prepositions are very difficult for Czech speakers as they cannot be related
to prepositions in Czech in a simple and straightforward way. Klimsova (1999: 48)
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mentions that prepositions in her study are the third most problematic area and form 117
of all errors. Although the differences in prepositions are mainly lexical or lexicogrammatical, it is instructive to present Klimsova's outline dividing errors in English
prepositions made by Czechs into three categories and show some examples.

Confused prepositions
These are cases where more English prepositions correspond to one Czech
preposition and Czech learners are at a loss as to which one to choose or where the
phrase is simply different in English. The former cases may be illustrated by the
examples such as "*1 worked like a driver" (instead of "as"), "*on the counter" (at),

"*from December" (since) (Klimsova 1999: 49) or "*on the top" (at) (Chamonikolasova,
Staskova 2005: 55). There is also much confusion between "care of', "care about" and
"care for" (Sparling 1989: 43). The influence of Czech accounts for the other cases as
well: "*a decrease of young newcomers" (instead of "in"), "*feel hatred to Tom" (for)
(Chamonikolasova, Staskova 2005: 55) or "1 work in/at ... " (Klimsova 1999: 49), where
"for" is preferred in English. Sparling (1989: 189) mentions "*complain on", "*admire

on", "* in the age of sixteen" and others.
Missing prepositions
There are expressions which do not use prepositions in Czech but whose English
equivalents require them. The Czechs often disregard this and form expressions in
English that are structurally equivalent to the Czech ones. Klimsova (1999: 49) gives
three such examples: "*1 graduated high school." in which the verb "graduate" translates
the Czech transitive "absolvovat" where no preposition is needed. Secondly, because in
Czech it is possible to say both "Studuji na

univerzia~"

and "Studuji univerzitu",

learners transfer the latter structure into English and say ,,* 1 study university". Third, as
Czech does not express duration by means of a preposition as English does, the
preposition "for", obligatory in English, is often omitted in Czenglish. e.g. "*Yes, but
not a long time." A similar example is "*to approve tuition fees" and although it was
used by a Slovak speaker of English (Chamonikolasova, Staskova 2005: 55), the
Czenglish equivalent would be the same as the corresponding Czech verbs are also
transitive, "schvalit" or "schvalovat".
Sparling's (1989: 160) examples show that the English preposition "of" is also
sometimes omitted, due to the influence of Czech, e.g. "*He invited some his friends to
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a party." or "*Have you seen any your cousins recently?" Demonstratives or indefinite
pronouns do not combine with possessive pronouns in English but they can in Czech,
and so they can in Czenglish too.
Redundant prepositions
As Klimsova (1999: 50) found, the appearance of redundant propositions concerns
mainly the preposition "of'. Her examples "*solving of system problems" and
"*implementing of information computer system" clearly show that Czech learners treat
non-finite verb forms, specifically gerunds, as nouns rather than verbs.
There are also other instances, e.g. the word "abroad" is often used with a
redundant preposition, usually either "in" or "to" (to live in abroad, to go abroad),
literally translating the Czech phrase (Sparling 1989: 191). Moreexamples of this kind
may be found in this entry, as well as in entries 64 and 177.
4.1.8.

CONJUNCTIONS

The use of some conjunctions may also present problems for Czech learners and
characterize Czenglish. There is a slight difference between the use of "or" in Czech and
in English. Sparling (1989: 169) says that, in Czech, "or" may be either used in the
copulative function or in the alternative function. In English, on the other hand, "or" has
only alternative function and "and" only the copulative one. Hence sentences such as
"*During the summer we picked mushrooms, went swimming or made day-trips." and
"*1 was startled to find Milan Cathedral in Milan or the Coloseum in Rome." are typical
of Czenglish because English would rather employ "and".
Sparling (1989: 16) also mentions that when enumerating similar clause elements,
the Czechs often join them asyndetically. However, English demands "and" at least
between the last two words. Sentences like "*Last year we visited Bulgaria, Rumunia,
Hungary." or "*They did their work well, did not waste any time." would be considered
Czenglish.
As with prepositions, the problems with conjunctions are mainly lexical, i.e. two
semantically close items are mixed up in translation and one is used instead of the other.
This is the case of "if' and "when" which are frequently confused. Learners may also
Use a preposition with a similar meaning instead of a conjunction or vice versa, e.g.
confusing "while" and "during". Sparling (1989: 21) also comments on the wrong use of
" as', as a conjunction, e.g. in "*We were amazed as we saw him for the first time." It
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can be used in the function of "when", but only when it introduces a sentence with a
verb expressing an action in progress, not an abrupt action in English.
4.1.9.

INTERJECTIONS

Interjections are rather marginal in comparison with the rest of the word classes
and are a purely lexical matter. Once they are learnt, they are usually used properly.
However, Czech rather than English interjections may be expected in the English of
Czech speakers in situations of surprise or a shock because they tend to be very
spontaneous and the Czech ones are likely to be more rooted than the English ones.
Remarking on the differences in the use of interjections in English and in Czech,
Poldauf (1964: 252) says that interjections are used more often in English than in Czech
- also because Czech uses other devices for expressing emotional evaluation such as
particles, which English does not have. Poldauf (1964: 254) claims that "the
considerable use of interjections [... ] is in its way a compensation for the lack of lexical
and syntactical means to imbue a sentence with expressiveness."
4.2. Syntax
Features of Czenglish can also be identified at the syntactic level of language
discussed in this section, focusing on word order as well as the problems of subject,
verb, their agreement, and other clause elements in Czenglish sentences. The subject of
word order is particularly important because it forms a rather prominent feature of
Czenglish. It is also dealt with from the position of functional sentence perspective in
the section on the textual level.
4.2.1.

SIMP U~ S/,NTE.VCE

Word order

Although the structure of a Czech sentence basically includes the same clause
elements as the structure of an English sentence, they are not distributed in the same
way. Word order in English has primarily grammatical function, i.e. the position of
clause constituents with reference to the verb indicates their syntactic roles, and so an
English declarative sentence will have its constituents arranged in fixed order which is
sometimes referred to as "SYOMPT", i.e. subject - verb - object - adjunct of manner,
place and time. In Czech, word order is not fixed (syntactic roles are indicated by the
constituent's form, i.e. the nominative signals subject function, etc.) and the order of
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constituents in sentence structure is mainly governed by functional sentence perspective
(see section 7). Being influenced by Czech, Czenglish sentences tend to have word order
like the Czech ones. This may change the meaning of sentences for a native speaker of
English. While the subject is typically in sentence-initial position in English, this is not
always the case in Czech. Sentences such as "Kocku (acc.) chytil pes (nom.)" will be
frequently translated into Czenglish as "*The cat caught the dog" instead of "The dog
caught the cat." If a sentence starts with a noun phrase, though, it will be automatically
interpreted as subject in English, even if its intended function is that of an object,.
Subject

Not only is English subject limited by its position, it also has to be always
expressed, while it may be unexpressed in Czech. Czech learners often omit the subject
in English sentences, thinking it is possible to do so in English too. That is why
instances such as the following occur: "*This work is very interesting and challenging
for me but sometimes is very demanding for me.", "*1 like all jobs when is possible."
(Klimsova 1999: 56) or "* ... which wrote myself..." (Duskova 1969: 35). Very often, the
subject is omitted in sentences where "empty it" would be expected in English

~

the

Czechs do not feel the necessity of including an element that does not change the
meaning of the sentence in any way. Not only "it" as formal subject, but also "there" in
the existential or locative phrases "there is" or "there are" tends to be frequently omitted
by Czech speakers of English. Klimsova (1999: 56) gives the example: "* For young
people .. .is a few of employment in our country" and Sparling (1989: 243) mentions a
similar one: ''*In London are many interesting sights." Moreover, the two types of
subject in English which are not expressed in Czech, i.e. "it" and "there", are also
sometimes confused, e.g. "* ... there was a very cold time" instead of "it was", or "* it is
many further points that would have to be solved" instead of "there are" (Duskova 1969:
35).
By contrast, Klimsova (1999: 56) mentions instances in which an extra subject is
inserted in the sentence: "*To work only 4 days in a week, it sounds ... " and "*Because
to be a soldat, ... ,

it'8

against my philosophy." She suggests that it might be due to the

fact that Czech seldom uses infinitives in subject positions, so learners may feel that
there is a need for one. On the other hand, there are quite a number of Czech sentences
with infinitives as their subjects and so she also speculates that the addition of an extra
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subject could have other reasons than the influence of Czech. However, considering the
original Czech sentences "Pracovat 4 dny v tydnu, to zni..." and "Protoze byt vojak, ... ,
to je proti me filosofii" and the other errors in them, it is very likely that their English

translation in either case owes very much to the Czech original.

Verb and object
The verb, which typically follows the subject in an English sentence is often
placed before it in Czenglish, mainly due to functional sentence perspective again, e.g.
"*Then appeared the police" (Klimsova 1999: 58). Cases of inversion do exist in
English, especially with sentence-initial adverbials and intransitive verbs (Here comes
John). They are rather limited, however, and stylistically marked. Inversion as used by
Czech speakers of English is usually inappropriate and due to the interference of Czech,
rather than being a means of functional sentence perspective and stylistic finesse.
A Czenglish sentence may also be recognized by different subject-verb agreement
rules. In both Czech and English the rules of agreement are rather complex and do not
always coincide. For instance in complex subjects composed of a quantifier/numeral and
the genetive form of the counted noun the verb is in the 3rd person (neuter) in Czech
which results in Czenglish sentences such as "It is many other points to be solved."
(Duskova 1969: 23), probably a direct translation from the Czech "Je mnoho jinych
bodu ... " Spading (1989: 10) mentions other examples of agreement differences (due to
misunderstanding subject complement for subject in Czech): "* Another reason for
keeping a diary are the impressions you have from a theatre performance or concert."
and "*The best opportunity I have for spoiling myself are the holidays." Klimsova
(1999: 55) also mentions examples of errors in agreement but these are of a somewhat
different kind. She gives instances such as "* ... my job consist in ... ", "* .. .it have to be ... "
and "* ... many jobs is going ... " which may be "nonce mistakes" as Duskova (1969) calls
them or developmental errors. They occur often but are rather unpredictable and
definitely not based on linguistic features transferred from Czech.
The verb is the key constituent in the sentence because its valency determines what
clause elements there will be. The valency of each verb is unique and, unfortunately, the
valencies of equivalent verbs in Czech and in English differ. For example the verbs
"walk" and "chodit" have a similar valency in their equivalent meaning, i.e. both are
intransitive. However, the verb "walk" in "to walk a dog" is monotransitive whereas the
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Czech "chodit" cannot be used transitively in this sense. The valency discrepancies
between Czech and English are naturally a source of many errors and account ofr many
Czenglish-specific structures.
Quite a number of errors are due to indirect objects being placed after verbs that
take only direct objects and may have the recipient or the patient expressed by a
preposition in English, usually by "to" or "for". This is illustrated by "*He wanted me to
describe him the performance." or "*Describe us what she looked like." in the case of
the verb "describe" (Sparling 1989: 65). Similar errors are made in the verb "explain",
e.g. "*Let me explain you what to do." (Sparling 1989: 86). Similarly, if the English
verb "promise" is used with an infinitive, it cannot take an indirect object (unless the
infinitive is replaced with a that-clause). If a person is mentioned, it is introduced by the
preposition "for", e.g. "She promised to check it for me." Nevertheless, in Czenglish
sentences such as "*She promised me to check it." (Sparling 1989: 194) are more likely
to occur. A confirmation of the fact that this is not an occasional mistake is given by
Duskova's example (1969: 35) ,,*Be so kind to correct me this English letter".
The verbs "say" and "tell", corresponding to the Czech "fici", are sometimes
treated as if having the same meanings and valencies. So Sparling's example (1989:
211) "*Can you say us something about the course?" is not a rare one in Czenglish.
Some verbs in Czech do not require an object. Their literal translation into English then
results in a clause element missing. This may be demonstrated by "* .. .if you have liked
there ... " (Duskova 1969: 35) with "it", i.e. the object of the construction, omitted (cf. the
Czech sentence "j estlize se ti tarn libilo ... ").
Unlike Czech, English requires agreement in number between the subject and the
object of the sentence (Duskova 2006: 430). Sparling (1989: 10) says that English
respects the fact that a person has one head, so two people have two heads and this also
applies to their lives, deaths, etc. That is why sentences like "*They shook their head
and said no." and "*The sailors were only interested in one thing: saving their

l~fe."

which disregard this fact belong to Czenglish.
In connection with valency, non-finite verbs must also be mentioned. There are
many verbs that require either the gerund or the infinitive (or occasionally either of
them) as their complementation. Czech usually uses infinitival forms in these cases, only
occasionally nominal expressions. That is why Czech learners tend to overuse infinitival
forms (either with or without "to"), even

In
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cases where gerund would be used in

standard English, e.g. "*1 can't imagine to work... ", "*1 started work ... " or "*1 wanted

travel" (Klimsova 1999: 55). If Czech speakers learn how to use the gerund, they use the
infinitive and the gerund indiscriminately as they cannot find anything in their mother
tongue they could go by. Hence in addition to sentences such as "He wants to go.", they
also produce "*He wants go." and "He wants going." The gerund preferred after the
verb "to like" is also often substituted by an infinitive. Errors in this area are not
unusual. In fact, there are 26 of these in the total of 81 syntactic errors in Klimsova's
study (1999). Sometimes the literal translation of a structure used with a particular verb
in Czech is the cause of anomalous constructions such as "*stop with smoking",
"*believe to him" or "*continue in writing" (Sparling 1989: 191) appearing in
Czenglish.
Negation

IS

another area in which Czech learners tend to make mistakes. In

Klimsova's study (1999), the errors in negation form roughly 10% of all the syntactic
errors investigated. In Czech, several negators may be used in one clause, in the verb
and in general expressions (so-called negative concord), unless they cancel each other
out. In standard English, only one negator is used in order for the clause to be negative;
instances of double negation are relatively rare and clearly defined (litotes, etc.). This is
somewhat unusual for Czech speakers of English, so they struggle with the English rules
of negation and produce sentences like "* Anyone never shouldn't say never" given by
Klimsova (1999: 57). "Anyone" is often treated as negative because learners know that
it occurs in negative sentences and corresponds to the Czech "nikdo" there. In
substandard English, incidentally, negative concord is as common as in Czech (cf.
Labov, 1972).
There are other dissimilarities in the use of negation which result in Czenglish.
Some of them are described by Sparling (1989: 154). Firstly, Czech speakers often
produce sentences such as "*1 think he won't come.", "*1 want him not to go there." or
"*John seems not to be very bright." Sparling explains that there is a strong tendency for
native speakers to place the negation in the main clause if it contains verbs such as to
think, to believe, to want, etc. This is a relatively minor matter in terms of
comprehensibility, but as it can be seen or heard quite frequently it clearly distinguishes
between native and non-native speakers of English and so is of some importance.
Another type of mistake which Sparling (1989: 154) discusses occurs in yes/no
questions expressing requests. While Czech uses negative questions to make the request
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sound more polite, their effect is the opposite as English uses positive questions. Rather
than being polite, sentences such as "* Haven't you got a copy of Catch 22?" or "* Don't
yOU

know where the museum is?" (Sparling 1989: 154) express surprise, reproach,

irritation or critique. A similar example may be seen in Prague's trams in which foreign
passengers are "politely" reminded of their duties by the question: "* Haven't you
forgotten to validate your ticket?"
Adjunct
Adjuncts in Czenglish sentences usually adopt the same positions they would in a
Czech sentence, i.e. they tend to be governed by FSP rather than by grammatical, linear
word order of English. That is why sentences such as the following ones occur: "*1
changed completely my job.", "*There I worked for two years." or "*1 studied there
English, Russian, Czech and typing." (Klimsova 1999: 58). Similar examples are
mentioned by Duskova (1969: 34): "*1 met there many colleagues.", "*The mountains
there I like more." or "*1 was one year ago in Russian." It seems that the position of the
adjunct "there" is frequently subject to error more than that of other adjuncts but it is
also possible that it is due to the frequency of the word itself.
4.2.2.

MULTIPLE SENTENCE

There are two main types of error in Czenglish subordinate clauses that are rather
recurrent. One of them concerns the word order in clauses beginning with wh-words and
the other one is the choice of the pronoun used for introducing adjectival relative clauses
and relative clauses in general. The problem of using "which" as a general relative
pronoun in Czenglish and the use of "what" as a relative pronoun has already been
mentioned in the morphology subsection dealing with pronouns. In addition, Czech
learners have problems with "who" in nominal relative clauses and often produce
sentences such as "* Who wants to leave can go." (Sparling 1989: 202). However, in
standard English, the relative "who" in nominal clauses is used only with a small
semantic class of verbs and in clauses functioning as subj ect complement (cf. Quirk et
al. 1985: 1057). There is a possibility of using "He who" but it sounds rather archaic
nowadays. Sparling suggests using "Anyone/everyone/those who ... " or "Whoever..."
instead as a better alternative.
The other problem is connected with word order in simple declarative and
interrogative sentences. Czech learners tend to use inversion in subordinate clauses
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introduced by wh-words, e.g. "*1 want to know who is he." (Sparling 1989: 269) or
"*Give please for what purpose did you go there." (Dusk ova 1969: 35). This type of
error is usually explained as the confusion between direct and indirect questions.
Although it is no doubt true, the error is found also in other types of subordinate clauses
introduced by wh-words than indirect wh-questions. In the Czenglish sentence "*1 know
the reason why did you come here." "why" is a relative adverb introducing a relative
clause, not an interrogative clause. Learners, however, are taught to use inversion in
questions, so when a clause begins with a wh-word, they tend to use it automatically,
even though the clause is declarative. The problem is partly influenced by the situation
in Czech where the same word order is used both in direct questions and in indirect
interrogative clauses. There is no formal device differentiating between them. Hence
Czech learners do not feel the necessity of distinguishing between them in English and
use inversion in both cases.
It is quite expectable that Czech learners of English would make their sentences

shorter and simpler than native speakers of English. This hypothesis is confirmed by
Flemrova (1999: 33), who found "non-native speakers would try to make their speeches
simpler by using shorter and less complicated sentences." In specific terms, non-native
speakers (she investigates native speakers of several languages, not only Czech) find
one-clause sentences ideal while native speakers prefer three-clause sentences. Even
though this may depend on the proficiency of individual learners, the tendency is
certainly evident.

5. LEXICO-SEMANTIC LEVEL
Not unexpectedly, lexical errors are the second most prominent type of error (15
%) in Klimsova's study of English used by Czech learners, and if mistakes in prepositions (14
%), actually a subtype of lexical errors (see above), are added, they account for almost 113

of all mistakes she found. There are examples of misused words in virtually every
learner's speech or piece of writing. An utterance with a number of misused or
nonexistent words may cause misunderstanding among speakers even more easily than
errors in morphology. This section is divided into three parts according to the type of
confusion of lexical items.
5.1. Confusibles
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"Confusible" is a "semi-technical term for one of two or more words that are
commonly or easily confused with one another" (McArthur 1992: 256). It was originally
introduced to describe words causing problems to native speakers of English. However,
confusibles are a general phenomenon that plagues not only native speakers, but also
Czech learners, in fact learners in general. They are such an important part of learners'
language that they need to be mentioned. Obviously, confusibles for native speakers will
not be the same as confusibles for Czech speakers. Examples of confusibles, used by
Czech learners of English, are encountered by all English teachers. The pairs of words
such as "interesting" / "important", "interesting" / "interested", "loose" / "lose", "affect/
"effect", "desert" / "dessert", and "sensible" / "sensitive" are among the frequent ones.
Duskova (1969: 36) mentions "flee"/ "fly", "same"/ "some", "happen"/ "hope" and
"maid"/ "main" in the same category.
However, not only a similar form may be the source of confusion. Learners will
also confuse words that are close in both meaning and form. Words such as "lay" / "lie",
"historic"/ "historical", "economic" / "economical" are confused too and probably even
more often that those related only by form. Duskova (1969: 36) provides "farther"/
"further", "latest"/ "last" and "precedent"/ "preceding" as examples of words frequently
confused on the grounds of similar form and meaning.
The third group of confusibles includes words that are confused because of their
similar meanings, notwithstanding their forms. Most often, this phenomenon is due to
divergence, i.e. when one lexical unit in L 1 corresponds to more lexical units in L2.
Learners are not familiar with the differences involved, and so they make errors when
trying to choose the correct expression. The problem of English prepositions expressing
the Czech "pfed" has already been mentioned, as well as the difficulty of drawing a
distinction between "make" and "do". Similarly, the verbs "teach" and "learn" are often
confused. The reason for their confusion by Czech learners is the fact that "teach"
corresponds to "uCit" and "learn" to "uCit se" and learners scarcely realize the difference
between "ucit" and "uCit se". As they usually encounter "learn" more often during their
lessons, they tend to use it instead of "teach" as well, e.g. "*I started to learn on some
elementary school." (Klimsova 1999: 59).
The verbs "come" and "go" tend to be confused too. It is due to the fact that both
correspond to the Czech "jit" in some contexts; also it is sometimes difficult to
determine the direction of movement which is crucial for determining whether to use
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"go" or "come". This can be seen in Sparling's examples (1989: 52) "*Suddenly she saw
him going towards her." or "*We won't come there before noon." The verbs "think" and
"mean" (Sparling 1989: 140) are also confused probably because of the Czech word
"minit" and, similarly "give" and "put" as each of them can be translated by "dat"
(Spading 1989: 101). Sparling (1989: 184) also mentions that the words "politics" and
"policy" are often mistaken since both have only one equivalent in Czech (politika). Of
the two words "place" and "room", "place" is usually preferred by the Czechs, probably
because their perception of the word "room" is concrete (a chamber) rather than abstract
(Sparling 1989: 180).
Judging by Klimsova's examples (1999: 60), the pair "contemporary" / "current" is
also confused as is demonstrated by the expression "*my contemporary job". The phrase

"*next disadvantage" discloses the problematic pair "next"/ "another" and "wide
education" shows problems with deciding between "wide" and "broad". Duskova (1969:
36) mentions "page"/ "aspect" ("stranka") and "still"/ "yet" ("jeste") as pairs of words
that are a frequent lexical errors due to their being both semantically similar and
divergent. "Soon" and "early" (Sparling 1989: 227) are confused for the same reason,
both mean "brzy" in Czech. The comparative of "sooner", on the other hand, may
occasionally be confused with "before" as is shown by Klimsova's example (1999: 60)
"worse than sooner."
Sometimes, more than two words are confused by Czechs, For example, Sparling
(1989: 95) mentions the problems with "food", "dish" and "meal". It is difficult for
Czech learners of English to decide which one to choose as they all refer to Czech
"jidlo". Sparling gives the following examples: "*It was an informal party, and you
could help yourself from several different meals.", "*Lunch consisted of three dishes,
including the sweet." and "*We had roast duck for the main dish." In the same entry,
Sparling mentions yet another common error connected to food due to semantic
asymmetry: the confusion of "kitchen" and "cuisine" as the Czech "kuchyne" translates
both, e.g. "*Czech kitchen is delicious, but not very healthy." It is interesting to note
that the expression "Czech kitchen" may be found in quite a number of Czech
restaurants. The words "way", "travel" and "journey" are a similar case. They all refer
to "cesta" in Czech and it is difficult for learners to distinguish between their respective
English meanings. All three are discussed by Sparling (1989: 263). He could have added
another one, "road", which also translates the Czech "cesta" ("the road to hell"). The
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fact that it is less frequently confused is probably because the concept of "road" is
mostly concrete and hence understandable for learners, while the three words mentioned
are more abstract, so their meanings are more easily mixed up.

5.2. Faux amis
Faux ami ("false friend") is a "term in language teaching for a word that has the
same origin and general appearance as a word in another language, so that learners
mistakenly assume that both have the same meanings and uses" (McArthur 1992: 400).
Hladky (1990: 5), who compiled a dictionary of false friends in English for Czechs,
points out that they are international words which usually come from classical languages
and whose meanings have drifted apart in the course of time. As a typical example,
Hladky gives the Czech word "sympatie" and the English "sympathy". "Sym" meant
"together" and "patheia" meant "feeling" in Old Greek. In English, the meaning has
developed into "compassion" while in Czech, it expresses positive attitude towards
something or someone. The problem is that most learners tend to use these international
words in their English in the same way as they use them in Czech. This means the words
that occur in Czenglish are indeed English words but have a different meaning from the
one they were intended to convey. The English word "actual" as a translation of the
Czech "akutalnf" (meaning "current, topical" in Czech) is a classic example of the
phenomenon of faux amis. Hladky also points out that sometimes the two similar words
may even belong to different word classes, e.g. the English adjective "historic" and the
Czech noun "historik".
Hladky (1990: 5) distinguishes two main types of faux amis based on the degree of
difference in meaning. Firstly, there are words whose meanings are completely different,
such as the above "actual" for "topical", or "concurrence" for "competition" and
"mixer" for "blender" or "liquidizer". Klimsova (1999: 59) mentions "chief" as a
frequent example of this type. It reminds Czech learners of "sef" (the boss) and so they
Use it very often in this sense. Sometimes, they go for the word "chef" instead. The use
of the word "monuments" referring to "sights" (Sparling 1989: 143) is another example.
Speaking of "sights", the word "pamatka" is used in Czech which can also be translated
as "monument". As a result, Czech speakers often translate "pamatky" as "monuments",
into English, which is not, however, applicable in every context as the word primarily
means "memorial" and is rather specific. The word "college" is also widely misused in
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Czenglish as an equivalent of "kolej" (Sparling 1989: 50), unless the learner happens to
know that the word he or she wants is "hall of residence". In addition to the fact that
"college" remotely resembles the Czech "kolej", learners usually sense that it is
somehow connected to university. The word "brigade" is also used quite differently in
Czenglish than in English (Sparling 1989: 39), e.g. "*Last summer I was on a brigade in
Southern Bohemia." While in English it is only used in connection with the army or an
army-like, organized group (Fire brigade), in Czenglish it refers (or used to refer) to
different things, such as "summer job", "temporary job", "part-time job", or the term has
to be omitted completely in translation into English. Sparling's example (1989: 39)
"*The school went on hop-picking brigade." would probably be best translated into
English as "The school went hop-picking." Similarly, "specific" seems familiar to Czech
learners, so they use it in English as they would in Czech - in the sense "special",
"characteristic", "distinctive", e.g. "*This mushroom has a specific smell." (Sparling
1989: 228), not realizing that English "specific" actually means "exact", "detailed" or
"particular". More examples may be found in Sparling (1989) and many more in Hladky
(1990) and a short list of Czech faux amis taken from the Cambridge International
Dictionary of English (1995) is included in appendix 1.
Secondly, there are words whose meanings are not quite different but some of
them are limited, both in terms of meaning and use. Hladky's examples (1990: 5),
"brutalni" / "brutal", "incident" / "incident" and "precizni" / "precise", are given as
representatives of this group. The inequality is not based so much on the meaning as on
the frequency of use, which makes it a stylistic rather than semantic matter. Sparling
(1989: 195) gives the example of "psychic( al)" which is used in English in a similar
meaning as the Czech "psychickf' is, though mainly in medical jargon. In common
speech, "mental" is preferred in English. So, what a psychiatrist would classify as
"psychic disorders", most people would probably call "mental disorders".
Hladky (1990: 5) also mentions a category of Czech words that appear to be
English words but, in fact, are not English at all. This is the case of Czech "gratulant",
"harmonogram" and "narkoman". Czech learners assume that they are formed in a very
similar way in English, so they use them accordingly. However, these words correspond
to the English "well-wisher", "schedule" and "drug-addict" respectively. Similar
examples have already been mentioned in connection with Franglais: "recordman" and
"lifting". Klimsova (1999: 59) mentions two occurrences of such words in the Czenglish
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texts studied: "requalification" (referring to "retraining") and "stipendium" (referring to
"scholarship"). In Hladky (1990), we may find many examples of Czech words that
appear "international", and as such they are incorrectly used in English too, e.g.
"anketa" ("poll" in English), "falzifikat" ("forgery" in English), "imponovat" ("impress"
in English), "kolaudovat" ("inspect and pass" in English), "kombine" ("slip" in
English), "prep arM" ("dissection" or "preparation" in English) or "sortiment" ("stock"
or "selection" in English). Sparling (1989: 115) mentions "happy end" as an illustration
of the same phenomenon. Although the words are English, native English speakers use
"happy

ending"

instead.

Such

words

or

expreSSIOns

are

sometimes

called

pseudoanglicisms, i.e., they are borrowed from English but used in a way a native English
speaker would not readily recognize or understand.
5.3. Collocations

Even the English of very advanced learners, who make few or no grammatical
mistakes and choose individual words correctly, may often be identified as foreign due
to their combing words differently from the prevailing lexical conventions. These
differences may be described in terms of collocation. Though the words used are
appropriate in the given context and perfectly recognizable by native speakers, native
speakers would simply choose a different combination of words, 1.e. a different
collocation, in a given context. A collocation is usually defined as the habitual cooccurrence of individual lexical items which are, to a greater or lesser extent, mutually
predictable. It is typically a syntagmatic relation, though some authors consider any
statistically significant co-occurence a collocation. Whether syntagmatic or frequencybased, the habitualness and predictability of collocations which makes tham "natural" to
native speakers is not usually respected by Czech learners because they are not exposed
to the collocations in text as often as native speakers.
The fact that words which the learner thinks he or she can trust make a wrong
combination is reminiscent of the faux amis phenomenon. Several authors have
therefore extended the concept and speak of collocational faux amis (Granger, Swallow:
1988; Klegr, Saldova: 2006; Heid, Prinsloo: 2008). Heid, Prinsloo (2008) point out that
true friends in their use as individual lexical items (translation equivalents) often
become false friends in collocations and classify them according to: 1. word
combination properties (lexical (co-) selection): if true friend single word equivalents
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exist in a language paIr, we consider collocations as false friends where the
co occurrence of the two single word true friends is impossible in a given language. 2.
morphosyntactic preferences: if true friend single word equivalents exist in a language
pair, we consider collocations as false friends where the languages differ with respect to
morphosyntactic

preferences

(e.g.

for

number,

specific

syntactic

(valency)

constructions), individual readings being equivalent; 3. differences with respect to usage
domains: if true friend single word equivalents exist in a language pair, we consider
collocations as false friends where the languages differ with respect to usage: unmarked
vs. marked, frequent vs. rare, general vs. domain-specific, or marks of style, register,
regional or time-related usage specificities, etc.).
Klegr and Saldova (2006) base their definition of collocational faux amis on the
premise that if the key word and its collocate in Ll are translated by means of their
standard equivalents in L2, the collocations in L 1 and in L2 have the same meaning. If
the premise is wrong, the words are faux-ami collocates. They divide collocational faux
amis into three types according to the manner of translation necessary to prevent
"Czenglish" equivalents: transposition, modulation and adaptation. Transposition
consists in a necessary shift in grammatical category between the collocation in L 1 and
L2. (cf. the English collocation "to break the ice" whose correct Czech equivalent is
"prolomit ledy", requiring that the Czech noun is shifted into plural form). Modulation
of potentially faux ami collocations consists in a necessary lexical change of one or both
constituents and is usually due to different collocational paradigms of the constituents in
the two languages, e.g. "to dance the soles off'. The expression corresponds to
"protanCit boty" in Czech, so a literal translation would result in the Czenglish "*to
dance the shoes off'. Similarly, a true translation of the English expression "knit (one's)

brows" would result in "knit one'sforehead", corresponding to the Czech "vrastit celo".
It may also be added that Czechs usually go "*to the sea" for their summer holidays,

while native speakers of English go "to the seaside". There are many such examples in
the literature. Mathesius (1961: 18), for instance, points out that the English word
"brick" corresponds to "kamen" in "as hard as a brick". Unless aware of this, the learner
will produce "*as hard as a stone" and similar Czenglish similes which, although
possible, my sound odd.
Adaptation of potentially faux amis collocations is, in a way, the extension of the
previous type and has to cope with lexical gaps due to the non-existence of the L2
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equivalent. Such cases need to be rephrased in order to be perceived as natural in L2
(e.g., instead of the Czech literal "be salt in (sb's) eyes" to supply "be a thorn in (sb's)

flesh/ side" in English).
Whatever the approach, the point is that since collocational conventions in either
language differ, one of the features of Czenglish to be expected is some degree of
deviation from the collocational norms of native-speaker English. Moreover, corpus
linguistics research has shown that a far greater proportion of text than previously
suspected is composed of "prefabricated" multi word units (called, variously, lexical
chunks, bundles, etc.), which significantly increases the Czenglish effect of deviations
from standard English collocational usage.

6. PRAGMATIC LEVEL
The pragmatic level differs from the previous ones in that the meaning conveyed is
encoded and interpreted in the interactive use of language dependent on the languagespecific conventions of implicature, presupposition, speech acts, deixis, and politeness. The
learner's competence in grammar, pronunciation and lexis does not ensure that he or she will
be equally competent in interpersonal communicative skills, subsuming pragmatic
competence, i.e. the ability to use language effectively in order to achieve a specific purpose
and to understand language in context (Vokurkova 2008: 7). The discrepancy between
grammar competence and pragmatic competence is thus another source of Czenglish
effects, as the area of contrastive (Czech-English) pragmatics has been rather neglected
so far. Politeness, which is one of the areas of pragmatics studied, is an important issue
both for Czech and English speakers, requiring that attention be paid to pragmatic
differences in the two cultures and languages in order to communicate effectively. As
Vokurkova (1999: 20) puts it, "the reason why it is so important to have a good
command of pragmatic, i.e. communicative rules of the given language, is that the lack
thereof may result in apparent rudeness." Obenbergerova (1992: 94) says that both
Czech and English operate with a similar pragmatic scale, only it is operated in a
different way.
Brown and Levinson's work (1987) presents an influential theory of politeness and
introduces the division of politeness into negative politeness and positive politeness.
Negative politeness is avoidance-based and it is usually achieved by means of hedges,
apologies etc. Positive politeness, on the other hand, is approach-based (Vokurkova
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1999: 26) and is achieved for example by compliments. The following sections
summarize the results of Vokurkova's study on unintended impoliteness which are
relevant in that they uncover the pragmatic aspects of Czenglish ..
6.1. Positive politeness

Vokurkova (1999) divides her findings into four logical groups. One of the groups
concerns the cases in which non-native speakers attend to hearer's positive face where
native speakers attend to hearer's negative face. In all the cases which Vokurkova
describes in her study, impoliteness is due to cultural differences. The non-native
speakers were less tentative when offering advice, help or a piece of cake than native
speakers because such acts are not as face-threatening in the Czech context as they are
in the English context (though giving advice is considered less of an imposition in
English-speaking countries). When giving advice, imperatives are often used by Czech
speakers but not by native speakers. Non-native speakers employ rather elaborate
strategies so that they do not threaten the hearer's face.
When accepting apologies, Czech speakers seemed less polite too as they used
phrases such as "*Nothing happened" as the direct translation of "Nic se nestalo" or
"*Happens", probably the equivalent of "To se stane." Neither of these occurs
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English. Moreover, only one native speaker chose not to accept the apology offered
(non-verbally), non-native speakers opted for not accepting it four times; sometimes
quite strongly, e.g. "Ouch, it hurts!"
In a situation when subjects are supposed to offer help, the tendencies remain the
same. While native speakers employ questions very often, non-native speakers also
frequently opt for assertions and imperatives. Moreover, native speakers usually
introduce their utterances by addressing the hearer in a way, e.g. "Excuse me!" or
"Hello!" One of the ways in which non-native speakers addressed the person to be
helped was by "Wait a minute!" which is inappropriate in English because it would
suggest that the speaker needs something from the hearer rather than vice versa.
There are also cases in which both native and non-native speakers attend to the
hearer's positive face but non-native speakers do not do so to the extent that native
speakers do. That means that the Czech speakers expressed less sympathy with the
hearer, did not intensify face-flattering acts in questions and did not accentuate their
appreciation of the hostess's hospitality as much. English face-flattering acts are usually
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somewhat exaggerated from the Czech point of view, so unless the non-native speakers
know about this and perform the acts accordingly, they may be perceived as impolite.
6.2. Negative politeness

In some cases, non-native speakers attend more to the hearer's negative face while
native speakers attend to the hearer's positive face. Vokurkova (1999: 80) says this is
due to cultural differences. One of the situations investigated by her is greeting one's
former primary school teacher. Most of the non-native speakers in the study would greet
the teacher by "God morning/afternoon/evening" as the direct translation of "Dobry
den" in Czech. Very few used the pragmatically correct "Hello!" The relationship
between a student and his or her teacher is of a more formal nature in the Czech
Republic than in English-speaking countries and this fact is reflected in the degree of
formality when addressing her. A similar situation occurs when asking a waiter for a
bill, which is also included in Vokurkova's study, i.e. the relationship is ascribed higher
relative power in the Czech culture (explained as a relic of the Communist era) than in the
British culture. For this reason, Czech speakers were prone to use higher-number (that is
negative and even indirect) politeness strategies compared to those used by native English
speakers. On the whole the use of unexpected pragmatic strategies from the point of view of
native English speakers may be irritating and is likely to complicate communication with
nonnative speakers, as it might, for example, be interpreted as impoliteness and lack of
interest.
Tarnyikova and Valkova (2000: 114) also mention that Czech may sometimes be a
more straightforward language. They investigate politeness from the perspective of
apologies and say that Czech often employs "depersonalized language manifestation
based on an 'event-only' strategy", e.g. where English will use "Sorry, I'm out of
service", Czech is more likely to say only "Mimo provoz", i.e. "Out of order".
The last group Vokurkova (1999) comments upon is the type of cases in which
both native and non-native speakers attend to hearer's negative face but not to the same
extent. She says that this group is probably not influenced by differences in cultural
values but by lack of pragmatic competence. The main problem here is that non-native
speakers do not elaborate their answers enough, so their utterances may sound harsh and
impolite. Sometimes, even the obligatory "please" is missing in their utterances. Both
their acceptances of offers and their refusals often sound impolite.
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It is quite apparent that differences in the perception and production of polite

utterances differ in dependence on one's culture, habits and pragmatic competence and
that the issue is not negligible. Czech learners are often unaware of this or they do not
attach sufficient importance to pragmatic correctness. Both groups, but especially those
who want to go on speaking Czenglish under all circumstances and decide not to pay
attention to the pragmatic value of their utterances should expect to be often perceived
as rather impolite and harsh by native speakers of English.

7. TEXTUAL LEVEL
The textual level provides generous scope for Czenglish phenomena in the
language of learners. Two aspects of text will be discussed in detail, FSP and coherence,
to indicate their relevance for Czenglish.
7.1. Functional sentence perspective and word order
It has already been mentioned that English word order has somewhat different

functions than in Czech. As it does not concern only the syntactic level but also textual,
this section attempts to provide a brief outline of the main points summing up the
differences between Czech and English word order, which, quite logically, affect the
structure of Czenglish sentences and texts.
Duskova (2006: 518-520) mentions four main functions of word order that are
relevant when discussing Czech and English: grammatical, semantic, emotive or
emphatic and that of functional sentence perspective.
The grammatical function of word order is crucial for English and only secondary
in Czech. This is mainly due to the inflectional nature of Czech (as opposed to the
analytical character of English). Because it is possible to express different grammatical
relations through inflection in Czech, individual clause elements are not dependent on
the position in the sentence. In English, syntactic relations are signalled by word order.
The semantic function of English word order consists in that it determines the
Scope and meaning of adverbs, quantifiers, negation, etc. If placed in different positions,
they may affect different parts of the sentence and assume different meaning. This may
be illustrated by Duskova's examples (2006: 519) "Naturally, she'll pick up her
strength." and "She'll pick up her strength naturally." - the position of the former
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indicates it is a disjunct and that of the latter signals an adjunct of manner.
Misplacement of clause constituents in Czenglish easily results in misuderstanding.
The emphatic and emotive functions of word order are present both in Czech and
in English but that they are demonstrated differently (Duskova 2006: 520). In English, it
occurs as a deviation from grammatical word order, e.g. "Bang went the door and she
was gone." In Czech, it is a matter of deviation from basic communicative dynamism,
e.g. "Doma zustanes! Ucit se budes!" Literal translation from Czech ("At home you'll
stay! Learn you will!") will inevitably increase the Czenglish effect.
While English word order is mainly governed by grammar, Czech word order is
determined by functional sentence perspective (FSP). Firbas (1974: 13) discusses
Mathesius' (1947: 340) contribution to the theory of FSP and says that "within the
Czech system of word order, the leading principle is that of FSP: the theme-transitionrheme sequence renders the word order non-emotive, unmarked, whereas the rhemetransition-theme renders it emotive, marked." While Czech word order is subordinate to
functional sentence perspective, English word order has to fulfil grammatical function
and to express FSP at the same time, which calls for specific devices and strategies
which Czech learners are not always able to deal with.
FSP is not a simple phenomenon. Firbas (2000: 21), and more recently Adam
(2007) explain that it is determined by several factors. In written language, it depends on
context, meaning and linear modification. The contextual factor largely consists in the
(ir)retrievability of information from immediate context. The semantic factor is
determined by the semantic content of the elements and their relations. The linear
modification factor is determined by the position of elements within the linear
agreement. More details on the theory of FSP may be found in Firbas (1992, 2000, and
others).
Firbas (1974: 18) gives the example "A girl came into the room." as a standard
unmarked English sentence with linear arrangement contrary the principles of FSP
because it is formed by a rheme-transition-theme sequence. Firbas also mentions "Into
the room came a girl." which he designates as "less frequent but not impossible." The
latter example reflects the theme-transition-theme sequence and is an equivalent of the
Czech "Do pokoje vesla divka." Obviously, Czenglish is bound to involve similarly
structured sentences in which FSP overrules the grammatical order. They are not
"impossible" in English but rather rare and marked. In this respect, Czenglish word
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order will frequently depart from word order in English because it tends to follow the
rules of FSP at the expense of grammatical arrangement.
7.2. Coherence

There are other differences between Czech and English (hence also in Czenglish)
that occur on the textual level. Chamonikolasova and Staskova (2005) also investigate
what they call "local" and "global" coherence errors. Their study, based on academic
essays of their students, shows that nearly 10 % of all mistakes, including lexical and
grammatical, involved text coherence. The incidence of coherence errors actually
corresponded with the frequency of errors made in prepositions.
They mention five types of errors in local coherence (2005: 56-57):
1) "unclear or missing antecedent/referent",
2) "missing link or information",
3) "redundant information/expression",
4) "unclear, inconsistent, illogical, or puzzling statement" and
5) "untruthful statement or statement contradicting common understanding"
and provide analysis of the examples demonstrating illustrating these types. Global
coherence errors are inconsistencies in the structure of the essay as a whole, i.e.
structuring of the essay (introduction, body, conclusion), the aim of the essay changing
throughout the text etc.
These errors are largely due to different degrees of attention paid to writing
coherent

texts

In

the

Czech

Republic

and

m

English-speaking

countries.

Chamonikolasova (2004) argues that it is partly determined culturally because the Czech
curriculum does not include much training in writing while the Anglophone world
expects all students to be able to write effective and coherent texts. Therefore it is not
surprising that Czenglish texts may appear less coherent and less logical in structure.

8. STYLISTIC LEVEL
The style which people use to express their thoughts may reveal that English is not
their native language. There are many dimensions of style. They are usually described in
terms of varieties of English and varieties of labels (diachronic, dia-evaluative,
diafrequential, dianormative, diaphasic of formality, diastratic, diatextual, diatechnical,
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diatopic of reginality, etc.). British stylistic theory, for example, operates with five
dimensions of linguistic variation (time, region, field, mode, and tenor).
For most learners, learning a new language is a long process of which the most
important part appears to be learning the target language vocabulary. In order to express
their thoughts, students often feel that it is sufficient to know one word for a given
meaning, and then use it regardless of the register. To determine the level of formality of
individual words is difficult even for advanced learners of English, so Czenglish texts
typically display a certain heterogeneity of style. English words tend to differ from the
Czech ones stylistically both individually and in general. For example, Poldauf (1964:
248) says that English is "a relatively unexpressive language with a narrow range of
means of expressiveness systematically employed."
Sparling (1989) mentions some examples of words often used by Czech speakers,
which are rare in contemporary English or which have stylistically different values. One
of them is the verb "bathe" (Sparling 1989: 163) corresponding to the Czech verb
"koupat se". Although it does exist in English, it sounds archaic today and is substituted
by "swim" or "have a bath". The word "costume" (cf. the Czech "kostym") mentioned in
the same entry is sometimes used by Czechs to refer to a "suit" and can be considered a
faux ami. Sparling (1989: 15) also mentions three adverbs, "also", "as well" and "too",
with a similar meaning, but different stylistic values and positions which are frequently
and mistakenly treated as perfect synonyms by learners of English. The result is
sentences like "*We spent some time last summer also in Hungary."
Another typical stylistic difference occurs in the use of "one" as the general human
agent. Learners tend to say "one" as a translation of the Czech "jeden" but the two
words are not stylistically equivalent: the English one is rather formal and the Czech is
commonly used colloquially. Sparling (1989: 167) suggests using "you" instead

In

English informal contexts. For detailed description see Duskova (2006: 395-397).
Furthermore, Czech people appear to use abbreviations quite frequently in texts.
Abbreviations such as "napr.", "atp.", "atd" are common in all kinds of writings and
registers while English usage is somewhat different. The example "*We saw the town
hall, main church, market square, etc." is commented upon by Sparling (1989: 81) as
potentially irritating for native speakers as they may regard the abbreviation as a sign of
laziness to express oneself more precisely. Abbreviations are limited to scientific papers,
explanations and technical writing. The abbreviation "e.g." is a case in point; it is
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restricted to scientific texts and preCise argumentation. Sentences such as "*My
favourite Czech composers are e.g. Dvohik and Smetana." or "* After the war there was
a sudden rise in the birth rate, E.g. 1947." (Sparling 1989: 72) would not be used by
English speakers who would replace them by other means.
While in Czech it is quite normal to abbreviate first names of well-known
personalities such as "M. Thatcher", "Ch. Dickens" or "L. Pasteur" (Sparling 1989:
150), the prevailing practice in English is different and full first names, titles are
preferred as the abbreviated names are felt to be bare and impersonal by English
speakers (incidentally the digraph "Ch." is never used), as in an official document. On
the other hand, in academic and scientific context either full first names or only
surnames are used, but again abbreviations are avoided.
The list of stylistic differences between Czech and English would be very as most
registers and genres have different conventions in these languages. For example the style
of English legal documents is quite distinctive as it uses archaic structures and
vocabulary while Czech prefers a more neutral style. Similarly, newspaper writing
displays a number of different features in Czech and in English with even the rules for
capitalizing letters in headlines being different. While Czech uses capital letters only in
the first words of headlines, English often capitalizes all words except for function
words. Analysis of the differences between Czech and English academic writing is also
quite revealing. Chamonikolasova (2004) claims that English writing tends to be of a
higher quality than Czech texts because it is usually clearer, more reader-oriented and
more specific. Czech authors have a tendency to avoid precise statements, so their
writing is often vague. Although many of the differences are culture-specific rather than
linguistic, in total, they contribute to the special character of English used by Czech
speakers, i.e. Czenglish.

9. LEVEL OF ORTHOGRAPHY
Interestingly, features of Czenglish may be found even in writing due to different
conventions in the writing system of English and Czech, i.e. at the level of orthography
which includes the

inventory of letters/graphemes,

spelling (graphology)

and

punctuation. It is well-known that while the spelling system of English is historical and
hence irregular in varying degree, the Czech orthography is predominantly phonological.
The discrepancy inevitably offers plenty of scope for spelling mistakes at least some of
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which can be associated with Czenglish. Another aspect in which Czech differs from
English is the capitalization of letters which is more frequenty and more widely applied
than in Czech (e.g. "I", English etc.) hence a source of mistakes typical of Czcnglish.
However, two other areas will be discussed in more detail, punctuation and handwriting.
9.1. Punctuation
English punctuation is hardly ever taught to learners of English in English classes,
so they employ different strategies to cope with it. The obvious one is to follow the
norm of Czech punctuation which is taught at Czech schools quite thoroughly. Some
learners know that English punctuation has different rules than Czech, but not being told
what they are they adopt a hit-and-miss strategy or generally avoid using it.
Firbas (1954) outlines the problems of English punctuation and compares it with
Czech, focusing on the use of the comma. The placement of commas in both Czech and
English is mainly governed by the grammatical principle but not in the same way.
Moreover, in English the emotive-volitional factor plays an important role, due to which
commas may correspond to pauses in specch, signal emphasis, etc., giving the writer
considerable liberty to choose between heavy and light punctuation. The basic
grammatical principle in Czech requires that clause elements expressed by a subclause
must be separated by a comma from the main clause, whereas in English it requires that
the constitutive clause elements (S-V -OIC) must not be separated by punctuation, only
preposed adverbials, parenthetic constituents, etc., are separated by punctuation marks.
Inevitably, one of the commonest traits of Czenglish punctuation is probably the use of a
comma before a subordinate clause, typically that-clause, "*He doesn't know, that you
cannot come."
This and a few other errors are pointed out by Sparling (1989: 196). Among other
things he comments upon the fact that Czech speakers cannot distinguish betwecn
restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses, and consequently fail to separate nonrestrictive clauses by commas. The use of correlative commas with apposition and
parenthesis is another problem, although the rules of punctuation here are relatively
similar. Sparling (1989: 196) also comments upon the frequent use of a comma to
connect two grammatically independent sentences which is possible in Czech, but not in
English ("* All westerns are very similar, however people still seem to like them." and
"*The square is nothing special, it is like other squares.") and recommends using a full
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stop or a semi-colon in English. Her also points out that the semi-colon, which is
stronger than the comma, is used more frequently in English, especially when followed
by a conjunct, also separated by a comma in English, and other differences.
Likewise quotation marks are to some extent used differently in Czech and in
English. Not only does English have single and double quotation marks with opening
and closing quotation marks placed and oriented differently from Czech, but their use
differs in British and American English, especially in combination with other
punctuation marks. This and the fact that Czech uses quotation marks more sparingly
result in the confusion of the respective conventions.
The difference in the use of the decimal point is quite well known. English uses a
dot for a decimal point, while Czech uses a dot for separating thousands. Sometimes,
thousands are separated only by a space in Czech, which is less often in English. By
contrast, Czech uses a comma as a decimal point, while English uses it for separating
thousands. This may be rather confusing, especially in the case of important documents.
Finally, the English and Czech rules of word division coincide only broadly.
Words are divided according to syllables in Czech. This type of syllabic (phonetic)
division is favoured by American English while etymological (morphogical) division is
common in British English. Both approaches share the splitting of geminate consonantal
graphemes ("of-fice"), both preserve the quality of the vowel in the first part of the
divided word (vb "pre-sent", sb, adj "pres-ent") and vocalic, consonantal and mixed digraphs
("qui-et"). Czech learners are hardly ever taught these principles.
9.2. Handwriting
Differences between Czech and English handwriting scripts are a relatively minor,
but distinctive feature that may influence the legibility of handwritten messages. In the
Czech Republic, there is a standardized model taught at all schools. In Britain, Australia
and the USA, there is no such norm and various cursive (or "joined up") scripts are
taught to children, e.g. Kingston Cursive, D'Nealian Script, Getty-Dubay, Nelson
handwriting and more. Each script differs from the rest and from the Czech one too.
Some of them are slanted, some slightly slanted and some upright. The Czech script
would probably be regarded as slightly slanted. It is really difficult to compare Czech
and English handwriting in general because there are too many differences and too much
variation. Another problem is that handwriting changes considerably with age, so most
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people do not adhere to the script they were taught at schools and many of them decide
to type instead. Relatively consistent differences can be found between Czech and
English numbers, specifically the numbers 1 and 7. In English speaking countries, 1 is
usually written as a straight, vertical line. In Europe, including the Czech Republic, it is
usually written with an ear at the top pointing downwards to the left. Number 7 is
written like the printed one in English but a horizontal bar is usually added by Czech
speakers to distinguish it from 1. However, many people personalize their style, so these
general tendencies may often vary.

CONCLUSION

Czenglish, an interlanguage developed by Czech learners of English, is a specific
English variety which has not been comprehensively studied yet. Not surprisingly,
English differs from Czech in varying degree at all levels, starting with the
pronunciation of individual sounds and writing conventions, morphology and syntax up
to the textual level, pragmatics etc. These differences are due to the different character
of the two languages and the different conventions. Learners transfer their linguistic
habits from their mother tongue into the language they learn and as a result a modified
variety of language comes into being which is neither Czech nor completely English.
This is not to say that every mistake made by a Czech speaker of English

IS

automatically Czenglish. It seems appropriate to apply this term only to an English that
systematically and repeatedly exhibits not only features that can be attributed to the
influence of Czech, but also errors that rather than being due to negative transfer are
common to all learners of English regardless of other nationalities, which shows them to
be developmental errors typical of an interlanguage found in language acquisition.
Describing such a variety is a long process and it is impossible to cover all the
facts in this thesis. However, it might provide a useful starting point for those who wish
to study Czenglish and need a general overview for their further research. Even though
the thesis does not include many examples, hopefully they illustrate the variety
sufficiently enough to offer a general picture. The description is also difficult because of
the inherent heterogeneity of the Czenglish variety which depends greatly on the
speaker's level of proficiency. Nevertheless, even in very advanced speakers, it is more
than likely to find traits of Czenglish as the influence of the mother tongue is
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unavoidable and persistent. Hopefully, the thesis has succeeded in drawing attention to
the most important ones.
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CZECH SUMMARY
OBECNY TEORETICKY UVOD

Protoze je anglictina po celem svete stale vlivnejsim jazykem, vyuziva se ji casta
nejen pro komunikaci s rodilymi mluvcimi tohoto jazyka, ale i pro komunikaci mezi
jinymi narody. Napfiklad v Evrope se v teto funkci pouziva pomerne bezne. Autofi jako
Crystal ci Modiano dokonce tvrdi, ze tato evropska lingua franca by se mela oprostit od
vlivu britske anglictiny a byt vice sobestacna. Pfestoze by se dalo hovofit

0

evropske

variete anglictiny, kterou spojuji jiste spolecne rysy, je pravdepodobne, ze bude do
znacne miry zalezet na matefskem jazyce, jimz dane narody hovori.
Takovemu jazyku, ktery se blizi jazyku cilovemu, ale obsahuje rovnez rysy
materskeho jazyka, se fika "interlanguage", tedy interjazyk. Interjazyk tedy vznika ph
procesu uceni jineho jazyka a je to system, jehoz pravidla se lisi jak od jazyka
matefskeho, tak od toho studovaneho. Tato prace se pokousti popsat "Czenglish" jakozto
samotnou varietu - interjazyk. Tuto varietu muzeme definovat jako interjazyk zalozeny
na angliCtine, kterym mluvi cesti mluvci, a obsahuje rysy cestiny a bezne chyby na
ruznych jazykovych urovnich.

CESKA VARIETA ANGLICTINY V LITERATURE A METODIKA

Termin "Czenglish" zfejme poprve pouzil Don Sparling ve sve publikaci venujici
se nejcastejsim chybam, kterych se cesti mluvCi v anglictine dopousteji. Mnoho pfikladu
z teto knihy je uvedeno i v teto praci. Protoze nebyla tato varieta anglictiny dosud nikdy
systematicky popsana, v teto praci cerpame z rozdilnych zdroju tak, abychom dosahli
nastineni teto variety na vsech jazykovych urovnich. Analyzy chyb Klimsove a Duskove
slouzi jako jeden z pramenu, zejmena pro gramatickou a lexikalni cast. Pro popis urovne
zvukove jsou uzitecne zejmena prace Skalickove a Volina a lexikalne-semanticke napr.
HladkY. Pragmaticke rozdily jsou prihodne zpracovany v diplomove praci Vokurkove,
ktera se zabyva neumyslnou nezdvofilosti, coz je jeden z hlavnich pragmatickych
problemu ceske anglictiny. Popis textove roviny se zabyva hlavne dvema oblastmi:
aktualnim clenenim vetnym a textovou koherenci. Pro vylozeni prvni z nich je mozne
vychazet z ruznych studii

0

aktualnim cleneni vetnem, tzn. zejmena z Firbasovych praci

a pro popis druhe z nich ze studii Chamonikolasove.
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ZVUKOV A ROVINA

Zvukova rovina je pravdepodobne nejvyraznejsl ze vsech, co se tyce transferu rysu
z matefskeho jazyka. Znacnou cast fonologickeho systemu, kterou studenti anglictiny
pouzivaji, tvofi fonologicky system jazyka ceskeho spise nez anglickeho. Odlisnosti se
vsak projevuji nejen v oblasti vokalu a konsonantu, ale i na suprasegmentalni urovni.
U vokalu se nejcastejsi odlisnosti od standardni anglictiny objevuji u vyslovnosti
lrel, 1;;)01 a diftongu zakoncenych na l'dl. Rozdily jsou vsak patrne temef u vsech

vokalovych segmentu. Delka jednotlivych vokalu se take v anglictine meni v zavislosti
na nadchazejicim segmentu a to cesti studenti casta zanedbavaji.
Konsonanty jsou v jazycich stabilnejsi nez vokaly a proto je jejich nespravna
vyslovnost take castejsim zdrojem nedorozumeni. I v teto oblasti se ceska varieta od
standardni anglictiny v mnohem lisi. U exploziv se zanedbava desonorizace a aspirace a
spiSe se dava pfednost ceskemu kontrastu, tedy znelost/neznelost. Z frikativ nejcasteji
podlehaji zmenam ISI a 151 a dale je problematicka anglicka nazala IIJ/. I u techto
konsonantu se vsak objevuji rozdily v chap ani znelosti. Stejne tak byvaji problematicke
aproximanty Irl a zejmena Iw/, ktere byva zameiiovano s Iv/.
I souvisla fee vykazuje rysy odlisne od anglictiny. Cesti studenti anglictiny typicky
kladou pfizvuk na zacatek slova, tedy nerespektuji lexikalni podminenost slovniho
pfizvuku vanglictine. Cesti mluvci jsou take zvykli vice asimilovat. Ceska anglictina
rovnez byva mene plynula s durazem na jednotliva slova spiSe ne.z na celek. Rozdil
obvykle byva i v intonacnim rozsahu. Rodili mluvCi anglictiny maji zpravidla vetSi
intonacni rozdily v ramci promluvy nez cesti, proto ceska anglictina muze znit rodilym
mluvcim ponekud monot6nni.

GRAMATICKA. ROVINA

Gramaticka rovina jazyka, tedy morfologie a syntax zahrnuje pomerne velke
mnozstvi drobnych rysu,

ktere se projevuji v ceske variete angliCtiny.

Jeden

z nejproblematictejsich jevu anglictiny pro ceske mluvci vubec jsou cleny, ktere nemaji
v cestine ekvivalentni protejsek. Proto maji Cesi pomerne nevyhodou pozici pro jejich
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osvojovani, na rozdil od mluvcich jazyku, ktere cleny rovnez pouzivaji. Chybovani
v uziti clenu tak pretrvava i u ceskych mluvcich s pomerne vysokou znalosti jazyka.
Problematicke byva i jmenne cislo a poCitatelnost. Tyto kategorie si totiz casta u
ceskych slov a jejich anglickych protejsku neodpovidaji.
U adjektiv byvaji problemy se stupnovanim a chybuje se i vadjektivnich
koncovkach. U adverbii je nekdy problematicke jejich nepravidelne tvoreni a nerodili
mluvci tak casta pouzivaji pravidelne tvary i pro pripady, kdy je treba uzit
nepravidelnych.
Slovesa predstavuji prekazku pro studenty anglictiny predevsim diky svemu
slozitejsimu temporalnimu systemu. Chyby v teto oblasti jsou stejne caste jako chyby
v uzivani clenu. NejvetSi obtize byvaji u rozlisovani prostych casu a casu prubehovych a
dale casu prostych a perfektnich. Nekdy se objevuji chyby v pouzivani pasiva, ktere je
v nekterych pfipadech pouzivano nadbytecne a v nekterych pripadech se vyjadruje
jinymi prostfedky, neZ ktere anglictina dovoluje.
U osobnich a privlastnovacich zajmen se muzeme setkat s problemy s rodem, u
vztaznych s rozlisovanim zivotnosti. Reciprocni a reflexivni zajmena se casta zamenuji,
obvykle ve prospech reflexiv.
DaiSi obtiznou oblasti morfologie jsou predlozky, ktere jsou velmi casta
zamenovany nebo v konstrukcich chybi ci prebyvaji. To je spiSe lexikalni zaleZitost,
nicmene predlozky slouzi vangliCtine i k vyjadrovani ceskych padu, takze chybovani
v predlozkach v mnoha pfipadech zasahuje i do morfologie. Predlozky mohou byt
vynechavany, uzivany nadbytecne ci mohou byt navzajem zamenovany. Drobne rozdily
mohou byt pozorovany i u spojek a citoslovci.
Na syntakticke rovine jsou nejprominentnejsi rozdily mezi standardni anglictinou a
ceskou varietou anglictiny ve slovosledu. Protoze se cestina ridi spiSe principem
aktualniho Cleneni vetneho a anglictina spiSe principem gramatickym, ceska anglictina
potom vykazuje rysy obou jazyku. Proto je v ceske anglictine caste, ze se porusuje
zakladni anglicky slovosled oznacovany jako SVOMPT a ze pfisudek je v oznamovaci
vete staven pred podmet ci mezi prisudkem a predmetem stoji pfislovecne urceni. V
souvetich byva take castou chybou slovosled tazaci vety, i kdyz jde
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vetu vedlejsi, ktera

Je soucasti deklarativniho celku. DaISi castou chybou je vynechavani podmetu, ktery
v neutralnich vetach v ceStine casta nutny neni.
Podobne problematicka je i oblast souvisejici s valenci slovesa. Valence ceskeho
slovesa ne vzdy odpovida valenci obdobneho slovesa anglickeho. Protoze valence
slovesa ovliviiuje ostatni vetne cleny, vznikaji vety, ktere jsou spiSe ceske neZ anglicke
co se jejich vetne struktury tyce. Cesti mluvci take zameiiuji gerundium a infinitiv a
chybuji v tvorbe negace.

LEXlKA.LNE-SEMANTICKA ROVINA

Lexikalni a vyznamova rovina je jedna z vyznacnych oblasti vyskytu rysu ceske
anglictiny. V anglictine je mnoho slov, ktera jsou si podobna, a to bud' vyznamove nebo
formalne nebo jak vyznamove, tak i po formalni strance. Takova slova jsou vanglictine
oznacovana jako "confusibles". Toto oznaceni bylo puvodne pouzivano pro slova
zameiiovana rodilymi mluvcimi, ale mohou oznacovat i obdobna slova, ktera zpusobuji
problemy i studentum anglictiny.
Krome tohoto problemu take existuji. tzv. "faux amis" cili "zradna slova". Takova
slova maji v obou jazycich velmi podobnou formu, ale jiny vyznam. Tato slova jsou
prevadena do ciloveho jazyka s vyznamem, ktery maji v rodnem jazyce mluvciho. Ceska
slova existujici v podobne forme i v anglictine jsou prevadena do anglictiny se svym
ceskym vYznamem. Rodily mluvci anglictiny tento vyznam slova nezna, coz muze
v komunikaci

zpusobit

radu

nedorozumeni.

Studenti

anglictiny

take

pouzivaji

"pseudoanglicismy", tedy slova Ci spojeni, ktera jsou casta prejata z anglietiny, ale jsou
pouzita zpusobem, jemuz by rodily mluvCf nerozumel.
I deISi slovni spojeni mohou prozradit, ze se nejedna

0

standardni, rodilou varietu

anglictiny. Rozdil casta tkvi v kolokacich, tedy v zazitych spojenich - ve slovech, ktera
jsou rodili mluvci zvykli pouzivat v tesnem spojeni, i kdyz i jina synonyma by byla
vyznamove obdobne vhodna. I v souvislosti s kolokacemi hovori nekteri autori
amis, kdy se jedna

0

faux

nevhodny prevod konceptu, kategorie ci vyznamu z materskeho do

jineho jazyka. Zde jde zpravidla

0

doslovny preklad jednotlivych konstituentu kolokace

z cestiny do anglictiny, pricemz anglictina pouziva spojeni jine.
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PRAGMATICKA. ROVINA

Pragmaticka rovina je odlisna od ostatnich v tom, ze jeji nezvladnuti se prisuzuje
spiSe osobnosti mluvciho jako takove nez jeho jazykovym dovednostem. Rozdily
v oblasti pragmatiky jsou obvykle dane rozdily kulturnimi a mimo jine se projevuji
v oblasti zdvorilosti.
Studie ukazuji, ze cesti mluvci anglictiny se mohou casta zdat mene zdvorili nez
rodili mluvci anglictiny. Neni to proto, ze by byl jeden narod mene zdvorily nd jiny. Je
to tim, ze cestina pouziva primejsi strategie komunikace nez anglictina. Anglictina
v podani ceskych mluvcich potom muze znit stroze a usecne. Ceska anglictina zpravidla
nedostatecne zduraznuje pozitivni tvar a nedostatecne zmirnuje negativni tvar
posluchace. Existuji take rozdily ve formalnosti nekterych vztahu v ramci Ceske
republiky a anglicky mluvicich zemi, coz je zalezitost spiSe kulturni nez jazykova.
Zatimco nektery vztah mezi lidmi je v jedne kulture formalniho razu, v jine muze byt
vcelku neformalni a naopak. Tyto predstavy si ale obvykle student prenasi i do
osvojovaneho jazyka a na jazyce se projevi. Bylo by vhodne, aby se pragmatickym
aspektum komunikace i kulturnim rozdilum venovalo vice pozornosti v jazykove vyuce.
Komunikace by pote mohla byt efektivnejsi a prijemnejsi pro obe strany.

TEXTOV A ROVINA

Na urovni textu je rovnez vhodne hovorit

0

aktualnim cleneni vetnem jakozto

jednom z prostfedku k variaci slovosledu. Aktualni cleneni vetne neni samo

0

0

sobe

jednoduche a zavisi na nekolika faktorech: na kontextu, vyznamu a linearni modifikaci.
Je to hlavni Cinitel ovlivnujici cesky slovosled. V anglictine prevlada faktor gramaticky,
ktery je vsak v ceske variete casta prekonan prave aktualnim clenenim vetnym. V ceske
variete anglictiny se proto mnohdy objevuji konstrukce silne ovlivnene ceskym
slovosledem, ktere nerespektuji gramaticky princip slovosledu v angliCtine.
Co se tyce vetsich celku, muzeme zminit, ze anglicke texty psane ceskymi
mluvcimi vykazuji nizsi miru konsistence nez texty psane rodilymi mluvCimi. Tento fakt
je pravdepodobne dan rozdilnym durazem kladenym na psani v anglicky mluvicich
zemich a v Cechach. Zatimco anglicti mluvci se ve skolach uci, jak psat efektivni,
souvisle texty, v Cechach je takovym dovednostem venovano velmi malo pozornosti.
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V dusledku jazykovych nedostatku a nizkeho durazu na stylistiku a koherenci psaneho
projevu jsou anglicke texty psane ceskymi studenty me ne strukturovane a me ne
koherentni.

STYLlSTICKA ROVINA

Pri uceni se novemu jazyku se mnozi studenti soustredi zejmena na slovni zasobu.
Casto se vsak spokoji s jednim vyrazem pro jeden predmet ci jev, pricemz tento vyraz
nemusi byt zdaleka neutralni a tak se muzeme setkavat s pripady, kdy jsou pouzita slova
z rozdilnych rejstriku pohromade. Studenti take zpravidla nejsou pfilis schopni
prizpusobit se situaci a pouzivaji jazyk stale stejny, bez ohledu na to, jak formalni Ci
neformalni by jejich projev mel byt.
Casto jsou napfiklad pouzivane nektere archaismy, ktere cesti mluvCi povazuji za
normalni soucast slovni zasoby. le to proto, ze jsou presnymi ekvivalenty nejakeho
ceskeho vyznamu obtlzneji vyjadritelneho pomoci novodobejsich vyrazu, nebo proto, ze
ho uvadeji starsi ucebnice, ktere dotycny pouziva. Ruzna daISi spojeni mohou mit
rozdilne stylisticke hodnoty v cestine a v anglictine a mnoho z techto rozdilu nerodily
mluvci nepostrehne.
Rozdily mezi jazyky mohou byt take v konvencich pro urCite rejstriky a zanry.
Anglicane jsou napriklad zvykli psat pravni dokumenty v archaictejsim a formalnejsim
stylu nez Cesi, jejich akademicke texty jsou orientovany vice na ctenare nez texty ceske
a rozdily se objevuji i v psani jmen a titulku. I takove odlisnosti se potom oddzi
v konkretnim uziti jazyka.

GRAFICKA ROVINA

Rysy ceske anglictiny se mohou nachazet dokonce i na rovine graficke. lednim
z nejdulditejsich rozdilu je samotny pravopisny system, ktery je vanglictine dan
historicky a v cestine je prevazne fonologickeho charakteru. To zpusobuje ceskym
studentUm radu problemu a pravopis je take castym zdrojem chyb. Dale se rozdily tykaji
psani velkych pismen, pravopisneho systemu, interpunkce a i psaciho pisma. Velka
pismena se pouzivaji vanglictine casteji nd v ceStine a proto je i v anglickych textech
cestl mluvci pouzivaji mene.
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Interpunkce je v cestine dana normou a neda se s ni prilis manipulovat, ale
vanglictine muze

podh~hat

ruznym vlivum a neni zdaleka tak pevna jako ta ceska.

Typicka odlisnost napriklad spociva v tom, ze cestl mluvci oddeluji vedlejsi vety carkou
a toto pravidlo si prenaseji i do anglictiny, kde vsak neplati. Interpunkce zahrnuje i jine
odlisnosti jako psani stfedniku, dvojtecky, uvozovek ci desetinne tecky.
I nektere rozdily v psacim pismu mezi cestinou a anglictinou jsou patrne. V Ceske
republice je styl psaciho pisma, kteremu se deti uci ve skolach, predepsany. V anglieky
mluvicich zemieh se vsak pouziva stylu vice a neni tedy jednoduche pozorovat
konsistentni rozdily. Rozdil je viditelny u cislovek 1 a 7, ktere jsou zpravidla v Ceske
republiee a v anglieky mluvicieh zemich psany odlisne, niemene sty I sveho pisma si
casta lide behem sveho zivota pfizpusobuji a meni, takze ani tento rozdil neni pIne
konsistentni.

ZAVER

Cilem praee bylo poskytnout pOpIS ceske variety angliCtiny, tj. "Czenglish",
protoze dosud systematicky popsana nebyla. Zde se pokousime tento nedostatek napravit
a nalezt rysy ceske variety anglictiny na vsech jazykovych urovnich a demonstrujeme je
pfiklady. Rozdily mezi anglictinou standardni a jeji ceskou varietou tak muzeme
pozorovat ve vyslovnosti i grafiekyeh konvencieh, stejne tak jako v oblasti morfologie,
syntaxe, pragmatiky a i na ostatnich jazykovych urovnieh, kterymi se tato praee zabyva.
Ceska varieta anglictiny je zde chapana jako interjazyk, ktery obsahuje prvky
transferovane z cestiny, ale i bezne ehyby. Ne kazda chyba je samozrejme automatieky
rysem Czenglish. Jako soucast teto variety by bylo vhodne povazovat systematicke a
casta opakovane chyby. Je vsak obtizne urCit hraniei mezi chybami casta se
objevujicimi a ehybami pfile.zitostnYmi.
Prestoze je "Czenglish" nesnadne presne vymezit a rozsah teto praee nam am
nedovoluje venovat se detailnimu popisu, snad se nam podafilo alespoii poskytnout
strucny, avsak uceleny pohled na ni a poukazat na nejdUlezitejsi jevy, ktere ji jsou
vlastni, tedy splnit eil teto diplomove prace.
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ApPENDIX

1

List of Czech faux amis
cud to cue

page 333
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CZECH fALSE FRIENDS
,

absolve v
abstinent ad}
accord n
actual (Id)

absolvovat
abstinent (n)
akord
aktualni

adllpt v
advocate 11
affect 11
angina 11
apartment 11
approbation n
arch n
argument 11
armada 11
barracks Il
basin n
benzene n
billion 11
blanket"
brigade t/
calendar 11
central (Id)

adaptovat
advokat
afekt
angina
apartma
aprobace
arch
argument
armada
barak
bazen
benzin
bili6n
blanket
brigada
kalendat
centrala

chef n
civil ad}
closet n
communication 11
compositor 11
concourse Il
concurrence 11
confectionery n
CDnfidant 11
control n

civilni
klozet
komunikacc
komponista
konkurs
konkurr .1ce
konfekce
konfident
kontrola

cravat 11
creature Il
criminal 11
cylinder 11
dementia n
desk 11
disposition 11
divan n
domen
dose n
dress n
economic ad)
emission n
eventual ad}
eventually ad\'
example n
expedition n
extravagant ad}
fabric Il
faggot 11
front 11

kravata
kreatura
kriminal
cylindr
dementovat (v)
deska
dispozice
divan
dam
doza
dres
ekonomickY
emise
evenlUalni
eventllalne
exemplaf
expedice
extravagantni
fabrika
fagot
fmnta

set'

---_._----

d

-~I (CS)

graduate
teetotaller
musical chord
topical, immediate, 2urrent,
present
renovate
solicitor, barrister
emotion, passion
tonsilitis
suite of rooms
qualification to teach
sheet of paper
reasoning
amled forces: navy
house
swirruning pool
petrol; gasoline
1 000 000 000 000
foml
temporary job: volunteer work
diary
head office; telephone exchange,
switchboard
chief: leader; boss
civilian
lavatory: w.c
mad
composer of music
competition; bankrupcy
competition; competitors
clothes
informer
inspection: supe[','ision; audit;
examination
tie
monster
jail
top hat
deny offlciaHy
board: plaque; tablet: L.P,
aptitude: layout; instructions
couch, sofa
cathedral
box, case, container
tracksuit
economical
issue
possible
possibly
copy (of book}; specimen
fDrwarding, shipping
eccentric
factory
bassoon
queue

function

I gallantry

---------~-

11
11

funkce
galanterie

I

I

genial ad}
grenade 11
gunln
gymnasium 11
hazard 11
history 11
hymnll
interpret \!
justice 11
local 11
manifestation n
marmalade n
maturity 11
mixer n
nervousadj
noveln

genialni
grana!
guma
gymnazium
hazMd
historie
hymna
interpretovat
justice
lokal
manifestace
marmehida
maturita
mixer
nerv6zni
novcla

nullll
obscure ad)
ordinary ad)
ordination 11
pamphletn
pantomime 11
paragraph 11
parapetn
parceln
pasta n
pathetic ad}
pension n
perspective 11
pregnant (ldj
preservative n
process 11
promote \'
promotion n
propagate v
prospect n
protectioo n
psst! exclamatiol1
race 11
receipt t1
rent 11
revenge v
script 11
smoking 11
spleen 11
stipend n
stop "
sympathetic (ldj
technique Il
transparent ad)
vest"
\vagon n

nula
obskumi
ordinemi
ordinace
pamtlet
pantomima
paragraf
parapet
parcela
pasta
pathetickY
penzc
perspektiva
pregnatni
prezcrvativ
proces
promovat
promoce
propagov3t
prospekt
protekce
pst'
rasa
fecept
renta
revan~ovat

,mpta
smoking
splfn
>tipendium
stopovat
sympaticky
technika
transparent (n)
vesta
vagon

(official) position
haberdashery: leatherware:
fancy goods
brilliant
garnet
rubber
grammar school
gambling; anything risky
story
national anthem
explain
judiciary
pub, bar; restaurant
demonstration: sign
jam
school-leaving examination
blender, liquidiser
tense
short story; amendment Iof a
law)
zero; a nobody: a cipher
disreputable
vulgar
doctor's surgery: ordination
lampoon
mime show
section of tcxt
window sill
plot of land
paste
full of pathos
retirement
prospects
pithy
condom
trial
graduate
graduation ceremony
advertise, promote
advertising brochure
favounti,m; patronage
sh!
breed
prescription, recipe
annuity
\0 repay
cheap study text
dinner jacket
melancholy
grant, schol arship
to hitch-hike; to trace
likeable, pleasant; attractive
technology
banner
waistcoat, cardigan
railway carriage

--------

APPENDIX 2

Sample 1: Political Czenglish
When Milos Zeman was the Czech prime mmlster, he had gained notoriety for his
controversial statements, some of them in English. In February 2002 when on a visit to Israel
he was interviewed by an Israeli TV journalist who asked Mr Zeman whether he implied that
there were similarities between Hitler's Third Reich and Arafat's Palestinian Authority. His
blunt answer made headlines at that time and drew fury from the Arab world as well as from
the European Union. In an attempt "to stamp out the scandal by stressing that his country's
policy towards the Middle East is in step with that of the EU, he pinned the blame for the
controversy on "awkward English," saying he had been misquoted by journalists - an
explanation which Mr Fischer said he had accepted." The transcript of the relevant part of the
interview is a good example of Czenglish and an illustration of what may happen when
awkward comments combine with awkward English.

Intemetsources (accessed: 26 April 2010):
http://www.radio.czlenlarticle/29360; http://news.bbc.co.uk/2lhi/europe/1831156.stm

Transcript of part of the Israeli TV interview:
Question: Do you imply that there are similarities between Hitler's Third Reich to Arafat's

Palestinian Authority?
Zeman: Of course, it is 1. First of all, let us define the 2 terrorism. The 3 terrorism 4 - I think - is
the 5 political movement which uses the 6 civic 7 victim 8 as a tool for political tasks. It
means children, youngsters, civic 9 innocent people lo and so on, and so on. This is the"
terrorism. From my point of view, anybody who supports terrorism,12 who recognises
terrorism as a legitimate political tool is a terrorist.··
Question: You Czechs are known for your good relations with the Arab countries. Don't you

think that statements like this could hamper these relations?
Zeman: As you know, many moderate Arab countries have the Islamic fundamentalistal 13
movement, let us say Muslim Brothers in Egypt and so on, and so on. And I think that
Islamic fundamentalism is a great danger not only for Israel but 14 for reasonable Arab
countries.;
[ .... ]

Question: So, we end this interview with the shadow of Adolf Hitler hanging above us with

two similarities: on the one hand, Jorg Haider of Austria, on the other hand Jasir
Arafat.
Zeman: Let me finish by15 some l6 English slogan 17 . If it looks like a duck, if it goes 18 like a
duck, if it cries like a duck and if it tastes like a duck, it is a duck.
forrections:
there are; 2no article; 3no article; 4Terrorism; 5 a (political movement); 6 no article; 7civilian
iictims; 8 victims; 9-10 innocent civilians; 11 no article; 12 or (who); 13fundamentalist; 14 but also;
SWith; 16an ; 17 saying; 18moves.

Sample 2: Czenglish at secondary school
Some students prefer to prepare for their sccondary school leaving examination in English by writing down their
"speech" in advancc. This is an example of such a prepared essay on the topic of health and medical care in the Czech
Republic written by a secondary school student. The text displays problems especially with articles, prepositions and
word order. There are also some lexical errors as this is a topic which was treated by the student for the first time. Many
of the mistakes are rather frequent among other students too, so the text may be said to show some traits of Czenglish.

Health, what is health? I think that a lot of people in l nowadays take the 2 health like 3 a
platitude. But I think that health is the most important thing in our lifc 4. Everybody should
take care of his 5 health and try to prevent illnesses, because prevention like is 6 7 healthy
cure.
A health9 lifestyle,lO mean l1 a regular daily routine. It mean 12 hardening 13 our body
through sport, sufficient sleep and wholesome food, a lot of vitamins (eat l4 a lot of fruit and

lifestyle is definitely better than

8

vegetablel5) and the 16 avoiding alcohol, cigarettes and stress.
Among l7 important parts of prevention include regular check-ups. When 18 school child
20 a series of preventive medical and dental check-ups like
IS at a check-up, 19 underg0
eyesight tested 21 and tooth 22 check23 . The 24 regular check-ups begin before the birth - 25 is
called prenatal care. After the birth 26 are maternity wards 27 services.
In our country everybody has 28 right to choose a doctor. A lot of people have a family
29
doctor. Medical care in our country is provided for everybody from birth to death 3o .
According to law, all citizens are covered by health insurance. There are 2 types of health
insurance: public and private.
Every child is after born 31 vaccinated against illness 32 like are 33 tuberculosis, diphtheria,
tetanus, whooping cough, polio and smallpox. Between 34 school children's diseases include
cold, otitis, measles, mumps, rubeola or chicken pox.
Adults can try to get over 35 cold in36 home. When 37 stay in bed, 38 take the pills and
drink hot tea with honey and lemon. But when the 39 person neglect 40 the illness, 41 takcs a risk
then maybe will have aftereffects 42 .
If we feel unwell, we should visit a doctor who is called a General Practitioner. If we
..
I ong tIme
. .m a waItmg
..
b
45 are 0 f tcn crowd e,
d 46 IS
.
Want to avOl. d a41- waItmg
room 44 ,ecause
better,47 to make an appointment. The doctor examines us. He usually wants 48 know if we
have a temperature, a good appetite and where we feel pain. Then he listens to our lungs and
heart and he also wants us to opcn our mouth 49 to see if our tonsils are red. Finally he says
What is wrong and writes a prescription or sends us to a specialist. Most often we suffer from
a common infection such as f1u, tonsillitis, bronchitis or pneumonia.
The medicine like an 50 antibiotics, vitamins, pain relievers and gargle 51 we can bul 2 in
pharmacy.

g

a

,
. necessary to glVe
.
,.
In more senous cases, 53- l·k
I e .IS 54 car cras h 55 -56 IS
fust
aI·d suc h us
mouth to mouth resuscitation, to stop blending 57 or fix fractures and must call an ambulance 58 .
60
In hospital 59 the injured people are examined and X-rayed at a casualty ward.

corrections:

. .
2no artIc
. 1e; 3 as; 41·Ives; -t
5 h·
Ino preposItIOn;
Clr; 6as we 11 as; 7a; 8cure; 9h ea1t hy; 10no comma; 11 means;
l3
d··
.
14
.
15
. 1e; 17 re d und ant wor;
d 18 a; 19he or sh e;
I2means; con ItIOnmg; eatmg; -vegetabl es; 16 no artlc
20undergoes; 21tests; 22 teeth; 23 c hecks; 24 no article; 25 t his; 26t here; 27 ward; 28 t he; 29 t heir births; 30t heir
deaths; 3I After birth every child is vaccinated; 32illnesses; 3\edundant word; 34redundant word; 35 a ;
36 at ; 37 t hey; 38 t hey; 39 a ; 40neglects; 41he or she; 42expericncing worse aftereffects; 43 no article;
44
••
•
. . room fior a 1ong tIme;
.
45 t h ey; 46·It; 47 no comma; 48to; 49 mouth s; 50no artlc
. 1e;
waltmg
m
t h e wmtmg
jlthings to gargle; 52can be bought; 53 no comma; 54 such as; 55comma; 56it; 57bleeding; 58 an
ambulance must be called; 59hospitals; 60no article.

Sample 3: Common Czenglish
This is a rather classic example of a text assigned to English learners by their teacher. It is a short essay written by a
lower intermediate English learner on a topic she should know well (free time), so there are not many vocabulary
problems. However, some combinations resemble Czech constructions too much and there are errors in articles and
prepositions. A typical form of a Czenglish conditional clause is also demonstrated here. The text is generally not very
well structured and coherent, so although the learner's level of Engl ish is high enough to be able to express her thoughts
adequately, the text still appears rather simple and unorganized.

All my free time I dedicate l to studying

2

the 3 university and to arranging our new flat.

4
Because 1 want to finish the university in January, I will have to write my Master's Thesis. I
am going to start writing the thesis this Friday and I have to hand over 5 the Thesis after
Christmas. And about our new flat. With my boyfriend we are 6 going to live there aC the
beginning of the 8 November. Now we are waiting for

9

new kitchen, sofa, bed and other

things. So duringlO the weekends we visit very often ll shops or markets associated with living
12,

it means l3 Ikea, Kika, Bauhaus. And when the time remains l4 we visit our frends l5 or

family and we go to the pub. When I will l6 finish the l7 studying and when we will l8 live in
our new flat 19 I hope that I will spend my free time by doing exerices 20 and relaxing and doing
other things which I want to do but now I have no time for them 21 .

Corrections:
Ided'lcate a 11 my firee tIme;
.
2
. 1 4
. 1 5·
c:
8
. 1 9
at; 3no artlc
e; no artIc
e; m; 61 am; 7lrom;
no artIc
e; a; 10at; 11 wrong
12
f
13+,
1
14
h
'
.
15fi'
d
16
· 1e;
word order; very 0 ten; lor examp e; t ere IS more tlme,; . nen s; present tense; 1
no7
artIc
18
0·
21 d
present tense; 19 comma; 2exercIse;
re undant.
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Sample 4: E-mail Czenglish
This text is an example of a text written outside the classroom context and its flow is rather natural and its tone is
informal. It demonstrates the problems of Czech learners with spelling, which is usually simplified and especially silent
or not prominent segments are left out in the written representation. There are also grammatical errors such as in the use
of wrong tenses, articles, countabil ity and other areas. However, it shows that people use their variety of English also
for the communication with their friends who actually speak their own language. Tt is mainly for the purpose of
practising in this case but also to show that the author is happy about her English and wants to communicate in it.
l
2
Hallo my favorite english3 teacher

:0)

4
I'm sending you greeting from sunny and hot Sydney. I have 5 6 nice time here,7 people
in school are good and frendll. My teacher is 9 very handson lo man:o) After testing I I I'm 12
intermediate course. I thing

13

it is good. I have aproximatlyl4 12-15 schoolmade l5 from

Colombia, France, Asia, Philipiny I6,17 Mexico (I thing I8 ). Many different cultures, habits and
19
pronancinations . My teacher speak 20 very well,21 he studed22 in London 6 years ago. We
have worked and play23 some games in small group24 2-4 people. It is interesting but 25
teacher didn't correct US,26 I assume it is not good for my improving english 27 for 28 my short
time here. I asked students from other
here will be improving

31

29

level and they have the same using 3o . I hope my study

my english32 knowlidges 33 . Sometime 34 I'm satisfy35 with my

knowlidges 36 but sometime 37 I'm not satisfy38. I understand a lot of when 39 teacher have
spoken

40

or when I have spoken

41

with other person 42 but still I'm not able to conversation43

44
very fast and clever :0( maybe in the future:o) ..... .
.. d some mterestmg
.
.
. 50 opera h ause'51 ,
mce. I 48 Vlslte
p I ace 49 as IS'
T owen 4S. an d wet h er46·IS 47·
Sydney tower 52 (there was 53 very nice view), 54 botanic garden, favorit 55 beaches. Many nice
places I'm going to visit 56 in the future. On Sunday I was in 57 Bondi beach,58 it is the most
famous beach in Sydney. There were surf racing 59 . Very handson 6o mans 61 were on the beach
62

theyr 63 bodl 4 were nice and strong, "nice view":o) So ] hope that my short letter is good

(no more mistakes:). Take care and have a nice day.
What is new in your live 65 ? kissing 66 Petra

Corrections:
IHello; 2favourite; 3Eng lish; 4greetings; 5I'm having; 6a ; 7semi-colon; 8friendly; 9a ; 10han dsome;
11 comma; 12·In an; 13 tIn;
h' k 14 approXImate
.
1y; 15 sc h 00 Imates; 16P h'1"
d 18t h'm k ;
1 Ippmes; 17 an;
19pronuncIatIOns;
..
20 speak s; 21 semi-co
. 1on; 22 stud'le;
d 23have b een work'mg an d p l
'
24 groups 0 f ;
aymg;
25 th e; 26 an;
d 27·Improvmg
. my E ng I'IS;
h 28d'
29
h
30
.
31·
32E
unng; anot er; expenence; Improve;
ngl'IS h ;
33
3
4
·
35·
36
3
7
·
38·
39
40
knowledge; sometimes; satisfied;' knowledge; sometImes; satisfied; the; speaks;
41 spea;
k 42 peop1e; 43 spea;
k 44 cI everIy; 45 town; 46 weather; 47 are; 48 have; 49 places; 50 such as; 51 t h e
. to VISIt
. . many mce
. p Iaces; 57 on;
52S
d
T
O
5 pera House;
y ney ower; 53 a; 54t h e; 55 popu Iar; 561, m gomg
·
8semI-CO
.
1on; 59 sur f-Ing competItIOns;
..
60h an d some; 61 men; 62 an;'
d 63 t h'
elr; 64b 0 d'!Cs; 65l'f'
. 1 e; 66 K Isses,.
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Sample 5: Czenglish at university
This is an extract from a presentation written by a former Technical University student. The student tries to use
technical English but makes errors in basic grammatical areas such as articles and word order. Lexis is also problematic
here as some of the expressions are literal translations from Czech, which are unnatural in English, e.g. "solar boards"
or "cooking beer". This probably happens because universities teach their students the vocabulary of their area of
expertise but not "ordinary" vocabulary or grammar.
~olar

Energy - Solar Power Plants
On the Earth 1 there are many energy resources like fossil fuel, nuclear energy, water

energy and many others. This presentation is engaged in2 solar energy. Solar energy is gained
from sun 3 shining4. It is cheap and thrifty t0 5 the 6 nature. The production of electricity from
solar energy has some disadvanteges 7 like 8 acquisition price of solar boards 9 and not so high
effectivity l0 of transformation from solar energy to electricity. On the other side ll solar
energy has many advantages which does l2 this kind of energy very prospective. 13 Production
of electricity from solar energy using barrier-layer photocell l4 is like "cookingl5 your own
beer". You turn round l6 run l7 of your money. You will have to pay for electricity 5,- Kc l8 but
19 will get 12,- Kc 2o . You will get 21 20 year state garrancy22 of redemption price. You will
have your own resource of electricity. 23 Appreciation of money is about 19%

bl

4

year.

On our market appear25 three kinds of solar collectors: monocrystalline, polycrystalline
and uncrystalline. [... ]
Corrections:
lcomma; 2focused on; 3The Sun; 4redundant; 5does not damage; 6no article; 7disadvantages; 8the;
9panels; 10effectiveness; llcomma; 12makes; 13t he; 14photocells; 15brewing; 16around; 17the flow; 18 5
Kc for electricity; 19you ; 2°12 Kc; 21a; 22guarantee; 23 the; 24per; 25 there are.
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Sample 6: Czenglish in a narrative
This text differs from the rest in terms of style. It has a narrative form and it is written by a rather advanced learner. The
text shows a good command of the language because the author also pays attention to the style he uses, not only to the
meaning he intends to convey. Quite wide range of vocabulary is demonstrated and sometimes rather complex
structures used. However, there are still areas in which the author makes errors, even grammatical ones. The corrections
confirm that the category of definiteness is really one of the most problematic areas of English for Czech speakers to
acquire because errors in the use of articles occur at all levels of proficiency and are quite numerous.

"A Sweep"
A sweep! Finally! Marc Leclerc and Paul Villermoigne looked at each other. Finally
they will be able to get back, at least for a while. To the land they had to leave with tears in
their eyes, the home they were not able to save from 1 Nazis,2 their beloved France.
They were born on the same day, at the end of the Great War. Played together, went to
school together and became best friends. They both enlisted in Armee de l'Air just to get to
active service when Hitler invaded Poland.
Their first combat flight in 3 French Air Force ended in the same fashion as the defence
of whole 4 France, s a disaster. Greatly outnumbered, and in planes that could not compete
with 6 modern messerschmidt 7 fighters of the Luftwaffe, Marc had to bailout from his
burning Morane without firing a single shot and Paul crashlanded in the fields when his
engine was 8 hit by a9 rear gunner of Bf-ll O. After 10 successful escape to England aboard 11 a
small fishing trawler, 12 Royal Air Force was the answer to a l3 question 14 what to do. Britain
was the last European power still holding up against the Axis armies, and was in great
demand of pilots, for the Battle of Britain was about to begin.
15 452nd squadron brought together pilots from many nations,16 Poland, France,
Czechoslovakia,17 Canada. Marc and Paul made and lost many friends there, and also
achieved

18

first air victories. At the end of 1942 19 Paul had 3,5 20 confirmed shootdowns and

Marc 4,5 21 , with the halfs 22 being a cooperation kill23. Both on a good way to became 24
official ace 25 with 5 victories.
And now, finally after two long years, a chance to see their beloved France again, to fly
above the vineyards, fields, forests and villages like in the 26 flight school. 27 Chance to start
making 28 those bastards,29 that swallow the wine from our30 cellars, pay back, at least a bit.
No alert duty on the airfield, no bomber escort at high altitudes, a sweep! Free hunt, just 2 31
wolves on a prowl... Tomorrow ...
Any32 one of them couldn't33 sleep up34. 35 Morning sun was already melting the thin
haze of fog and small drops of dew were sparkling on the cockpits of their new Spitfires.

...
Marc and Paul checked the planes like before every flight, fuel tank full, magazines full, oil,
radio ... Mechanics came with magneto trolleys, everything ok, contact. Both Rolls-Royce
Merlins started up flawlessly and 36 Spitfires slowly headed 37 to the beginning of the runway.
"Blue one, blue two, this is tower, you are clear to take off, get some for us to0 38 guys,
good luck ... " 39 Roar of twenty-four cylinders,40 under full throttle cut through the morning
silence. Two slim Spitfires, slowly gaining altitude, turned towards east, towards France,
towards home. Nobody at the airport, who was watching them disappear into the rising sun41
didn't know42 ,43 that this is 44 the last time he sees45 them ...
Corrections:
Ithe; 2colon; 3the; 40f; 5co lon ; 6t he; 7 Messerschmidt; 8had been; 9the; lOthe; llcomma; 12the; 13 the ;
14of ; 15 The; 16co Ion; 17and; 18·
..
theIr; 19comma; 20 3.5; 21 4.5; 22ha1ves; 23 cooperatIOn
kIlls; 24 become;
25 aces; 26 no artIc
. 1e; 27 A; 28 get some payback on; 29no comma; 30theIr;
. 31 two; 32·
neIther; 33 could;
34sleep; 35 The; 36the ; 37 were slowly heading; 38 comma; 39The; 40cylinders; 4I Sun,; 42 knew ; 43 no
comma; 44 was; 45 they would see.
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